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Introduction
Background to the audit

1.1

Heathrow and Gatwick Airports are each subject to a service quality regime (SQR)
by which they pay rebates in airport charges to airlines where certain standards are
not reached in respect of:
I

Security queuing

I

Passenger perceptions of service quality

I

Asset availability

I

An aerodrome congestion term.

In addition a bonus regime is in operation whereby BAA receives additional
payments if its service exceeds certain thresholds in the passenger perception
measures and the availability of passenger sensitive equipment and arrival
carousels.
1.2

The details of the SQR are set out in a Statement of Standards and Rebates in Annex
H of the CAA’s March 2008 price cap decision, subsequent modifications to the
Statement of Standards and Rebates and Constructive Engagement initiatives
between the respective airports and airlines in areas where the Statement of
Standards and Rebates specifies that local agreement is required.

1.3

As part of its decision on price caps for Heathrow and Gatwick Airports, the CAA
proposed two audits of the measurement of service quality during the course of Q5:
I

An audit at the end of the first year (2008/9) to test whether the defined
measures of the scheme continue to be fit for purpose in the light of the
additional weight placed on them in the new scheme; and

I

A second audit after four years of Q5 timed to inform the review to set the price
control for Q6.

The CAA reserved the right to commission further investigations and audit during Q5
if it considered that this would be warranted in light of its first service quality audit
1.4

This report presents the results of the first of these audits.

Scope of the audit
1.5

The objective of the audit is “to provide a transparent, independent assessment of
the extent to which BAA’s measurement of service standards…provides objective,
unbiased, reliable and robust information on which to base regulatory financial
incentives”.

1.6

The scope of the audit is broadly:
I

To assess compliance with Annex H and agreed amendments

I

To comment on comparison of the SQR with any equivalent processes at other
airports

I

To review the calculation and method of payment of rebates and bonuses
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I
1.7

To check compliance with the requirements to publish service performance

The full terms of reference are attached at Appendix A.

Our general approach
1.8

Steer Davies Gleave was appointed to carry out this audit on April 3, 2009.

1.9

We adopted the following general approach to the audit:

1.10

I

Consultation with AOCs and airlines to understand any concerns they might have,
or particular issues they had observed, with respect to the operation of the SQR

I

Briefing by the asset and service managers at Heathrow and Gatwick to
understand the management and operational processes involved

I

A detailed review of the four service quality areas, which differed in detail
reflecting the processes and systems involved in collecting data, but generally
incorporating the following steps:
I

Reviewing the process

I

Observing the process in action

I

Sampling the measurement data produced

I

Cross-checking between data sources where this was possible

I

Cross-checking facts with Heathrow and Gatwick managers to confirm our
correct understanding of the process and systems employed

I

Workshops at Heathrow and Gatwick to discuss emerging conclusions with the
CAA, airport managers, AOC members and other interested airlines.

This draft Final Report is being circulated to the CAA, airport managers and the
respective AOCs for comment prior to preparation of a Final Report for CAA to
publish.

Structure of this report
1.11

2

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
I

Chapter 2 contains an overview of our findings, conclusions and
recommendations

I

Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 describe our audit of the four different elements of the
SQR in more detail:
I

Security queuing

I

Passenger perceptions of service quality

I

Asset availability

I

The aerodrome congestion term (ACT).

I

Chapter 7 reports on our review of the calculation of rebates and bonuses

I

Chapter 8 reports on the publication of service performance.
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Audit overview
Overview of SQR payments
At Heathrow

2.1

In 2008/9 a total of £5.1 million of rebates have been paid out compared with the at
risk amount of £58 million. Around £0.9 million of bonuses were earned.

2.2

The rebates were distributed as follows:
I

£2.9 million from asset availability breaches, half of which arise at T5, largely
from the late commissioning of passenger sensitive equipment

I

£1.5 million through QSM measures, over half of which related to T3, mainly
through poor scores for Departure Lounge Seat Availability

I

£0.6 million from security queuing, evenly spread across T3, T4 and T5

I

Less than £0.1 million from ACT rebates.

At Gatwick
2.3

In 2008/9 a total of £5.0 million of rebates have been paid out compared with the
at-risk amount of £16 million. Around £0.7 million of bonuses were earned.

2.4

The rebates were distributed as follows:
I

£1.5 million from asset availability breaches, with full year breaches of pier
availability at the North Terminal and passenger sensitive equipment breaches at
both terminals

I

£2.2 million through QSM measures, with full year failures of Cleanliness,
Wayfinding and Departure Lounge Seat Availability at South Terminal

I

£1.3 million from security queuing, evenly spread across North and South
Terminals

I

No agreed ACT rebates.

Summary of airline community concerns
General
2.5

General concerns raised by the AOCs and airlines were that:
I

There tends to be “regime creep”, where from time to time HAL agrees bilateral
adjustments/exclusions with individual terminal AOCs. The terms of these are
often then not agreed centrally and may be un-documented.

I

The SQR is becoming a management target rather than reflecting a floor level of
service. The airport strives to achieve the rebate target even at the expense of
customer experience.

I

Rounding was not carried out consistently and takes place too early in the
computation.
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Asset availability
2.6

Concerns raised by the AOCs and airlines with respect to asset availability were
that:
I

When assets were put back into service early from a planned maintenance
exclusion, they were not being added into the “asset pool” from that time.

I

HAL logged equipment as back in service once the contractor has completed its
repair, but before it was available to airlines (jetties in particular).

I

The information flow on outages appeared to be poor at a number of levels. The
airlines are not informed promptly when an asset subject to planned
maintenance is put back in service early, and when there is a breakdown, there
is no information on the plan of action and timing to put it right.

I

There seemed to be a wide range of practice at the terminals with limited
automation.

I

GAL has sought to avoid rebate penalties through a number of strategies,
including deferring maintenance procedures until month end and rushing the
repair of an asset (perhaps by fixing only the electrical components) so that
down-time is reduced.

QSM
2.7

Concerns raised by the AOCs and airlines with respect to QSM issues were that:
I

QSM was not interviewing sufficient “airline lounge” passengers or those that
reach the departure date late.

I

The cleanliness of airbridges did not appear to be covered.

I

The present QSM survey did not capture the full sentiment and experience of the
passenger.

I

QSM scores did not accurately reflect the condition of the terminal. In
particular, the cleanliness of the departure area at Gatwick was unsatisfactory
to airlines.

ACT
2.8

Concerns raised by the AOCs and airlines with respect to the ACT were that:
I

The process for definition and measurement of the ACT did not appear to be
sufficiently transparent

I

The ACT only covered a small part of the overall picture and the overall network
effect needed to be addressed more robustly. Other problems are not included
in the ACT, such as reduced flow rates at around 15:00 at Heathrow where
runway alternation is enacted.

Security Queuing
2.9

Concerns raised by the AOCs and airlines with respect to security queuing were that:
I
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There was no BAA/AOC agreement on the existing methodology and definition or
what constitutes a queue, and that the present manual measurement was not
transparent. For example it is not clear at what point passengers join the queue.

2.10

I

The data collected was not accurate.

I

There was the potential to manipulate operations to achieve targets, e.g. In T5
passengers were redirected from the North search area to the South when there
was a build up of passengers in the North.

I

There was degree of managing to target, especially between different entrances
to the central search areas and for control post queuing.

I

When lanes were closed inside agreed operational times, the security staff were
not redeployed to other security posts (in accordance with the ‘Constructive
Engagement’ agreements), and that a breach was not being registered if lanes
were closed during the times of opening agreed in the ‘Constructive
Engagement’ agreements.

We have generally addressed these comments in the text of the report, but for ease
of reference we have summarised a response to these concerns in Appendix E.

General observations on the application of the Service Quality Regime
2.11

There is a lack of clarity over the interpretation of the SQR in some areas, for
example in the approach to security queue measurement (at both airports) and in
defining the circumstances when a temporarily inaccessible stand is deemed
unavailable.

2.12

The SQR monitoring process has been developed independently by both airports and
in neither case have all the details of the airports’ interpretations of the scheme or
the processes they use been shared with the AOCs for buy-in, or with the CAA.

2.13

Where there has been Constructive Engagement, the outcome of the engagement
has either not been formally documented or there has been ambiguity in its
implementation.

2.14

The ACT, QSM and asset availability measuring and monitoring processes use data
derived for BAA’s operational management purposes. This has the benefit that they
draw on existing databases which must be kept complete and accurate for
accounting and subcontractor management purposes, and they do not drive day-today management of the assets.

2.15

In contrast the system for monitoring security queuing was developed to reflect the
SQR requirements and is used for real-time queue management to ensure that the
target levels are met where possible.

2.16

QSM excepted, the approaches to the process of measuring performance and
calculating rebates and bonuses has significant differences between Heathrow and
Gatwick.

2.17

Sufficient information is provided to AOCs in support of SQR results and is available
for discussion on a monthly basis. However, there is little direct challenge by
AOCs/airlines on occasions when there has been notable poor performance to check
that this has been identified by the airport systems.

Overview of audit conclusions
2.18

The detailed conclusions and recommendations in each area of the audit are
presented at the end of following chapters. We outline the most important
conclusions below.
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Calculation of rebates and bonuses
2.19

2.20

2.21

We have identified significant non-conformities at Heathrow:
I

The correct measure of revenue (total charges from passenger services) has not
been used to calculate rebates. The revenue from landing and parking charges
was excluded from Heathrow’s calculations leading to actual rebates payable
being around 50% higher than the amounts published to date. This has now been
corrected by HAL.

I

The monthly calculation of rebates was based on actual monthly revenue rather
than a prior estimate of annual revenue. This has led to smaller rebates in the
early part of the year than would otherwise have been calculated.

I

Passenger weighting has not been applied to the year-to-date scores for QSM.
When corrected this gives rise to further instances when targets have not been
reached, on one occasion triggering the potential for an additional rebate at T3.

We have identified a number of non-conformities at Gatwick:
I

The revenue from air navigation charges had been excluded from the revenue at
risk, leading to actual rebates payable being around 8% higher than the amounts
published to date. This has now been corrected by GAL.

I

Passenger weighting has not been applied to the year-to-date scores for QSM.
When corrected this gives rise to further instances when targets have not been
reached, but it does not trigger additional rebates.

I

The annual year-end correction was applied at the same time as a correction to
the rounding formula and treated as an adjustment to the March 2009 rebates.
This is not in accordance with the Annex H process and reduces transparency,
but is a pragmatic approach.

The spreadsheets used to calculate the rebates and bonuses at both airports are not
constructed according to best practice and therefore are at risk of manual input
errors. This is a more material point at Heathrow with five terminals, where the
calculation spreadsheet is particularly non-transparent.
Publication of performance

2.22

The requirements set out in Annex H for publishing information have been met at
both airports. However the information posted in the terminals could be presented
in a way that communicated the service quality performance more effectively.
Security queuing

2.23

BAA is still employing manual systems to capture SQR security queuing data,
although there has been some progress towards automation at Heathrow. Where the
queuing does not follow a “first-in/first-out” process, as in most central and
transfer search areas, manual systems which are based on a very small sample of
passengers will not capture the range of passenger experience that occurs even
within a 15-minute period. In some cases this inherent inaccuracy is compounded by
the operational circumstances and means of capture.

2.24

We note that the way in which the start of the security queue is measured in
passenger search areas differs fundamentally between Heathrow and Gatwick. The
Gatwick approach measures the transit time from a portal at the entrance to the
security area before conformance tests and ticket presentation, but adds a ‘journey
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time’ to the target time before it calculates breaches. Heathrow measures from the
end of the queue but excludes ticket presentation unless this is straddled by the
queue. It makes no adjustment for the free-flow transit time.
2.25

Multiple entrances to the search areas present a particular challenge in terms of
obtaining a reliable measure of the customer experience and this is being addressed
differently at Gatwick and Heathrow.

2.26

Staff search posts and control post SQR data is captured in a consistent way at
Heathrow, but Constructive Engagement documents drawn up between HAL and the
AOC have been interpreted differently by each party.

2.27

Automation is a significantly more reliable and accurate way of measuring security
queuing times. However, automation is still only at a trial stage at Heathrow, with
implementation about to take place at two sites, and a system has yet to be
selected at Gatwick.

2.28

There are no agreed standards in relation to the various automated products which
airports are introducing in relation to technological specification, algorithms, output
objectives, etc. Nor is there clarity regarding longer term customer service
objectives which automated technology will facilitate.
Asset availability

2.29

The complexity of Heathrow and the need to modify existing maintenance systems
to measure performance against SQR targets has led to a relatively fragmented
asset availability calculation process.

2.30

There are isolated examples of asset downtime miscalculation (although not to an
extent that would alter rebate levels). HAL has now modified its procedures in order
to accurately capture downtime on these assets; however a more holistic approach
to SQR measurement would have prevented these errors from taking place.

2.31

In our view, the Maximo maintenance system is fit for purpose, as is the process for
recording T5 ITTS downtime. Furthermore we are satisfied that sufficient
duplication exists to provide independent verification of the data in these systems
(either through ITTS logs or engineers reports). We note that downtime calculations
taking place outside the Maximo system lack transparency (as with FEGP flood
damage and project overruns).

2.32

The exclusion process is operated consistently with the specifications in Annex H.

2.33

Following adjustments to the way in which FEGP and SEGS downtime is calculated,
it is our view that the procedures and systems in each terminal are fit for purpose.
The processes in place are also sufficiently transparent and well documented.

2.34

It is not feasible to measure asset downtime fully where there are manual systems.
Even where there are automatic monitoring systems, these do not yet allow for
automatic recording and there is often a short delay between an asset registering a
fault, and it being inspected and declared out of service.
QSM Survey

2.35

The QSM is part of a corporate process operated consistently across all BAA
operated airports. The QSM survey has been in place for some time and operates in
line with best practice. The only change affecting the SQR element of the QSM since
the previous audit has been the switch to using Personal Digital Assistants (PDA’s)
and this is well documented.
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2.36

The calculation of the year-to-date figure does not include weighting by passengers,
as specified in Annex H.

2.37

Sample sizes are more than sufficient to calculate the year-to-date figure when it
covers a period of three months or longer.

2.38

The survey obtains a high response rate which indicates that it is reaching a very
high proportion of the passengers it intends to reach. There is some underrepresentation of passengers arriving very late at the departure gate, and those who
don’t speak English will also be missed.

2.39

The effect of language is at worst equivalent to 3% of departing passengers, and
likely to be much less than this. It therefore does not have a significant impact on
the overall scores.

2.40

In our view, the current method is the most effective available for measuring
passenger perceptions. Other approaches, for example based on observation either
by professionals or mystery travellers behaving as passengers could only supplement
and could not replace the current method (without a fundamental change to the
SQR measure).

2.41

There is broad agreement between the QSM and ASQ survey, with some differences
which are likely to be due to the methods. QSM results are more precise and also
likely to be more reliable, so where there is disagreement between the two the QSM
should be taken as giving the more correct result.
ACT

2.42

The main conclusion of the audit is that the ACT process in place at both Heathrow
and Gatwick airports, although different in each case, is robust and fit for purpose.
Hard facts ensure that the input to the ACT assessment is transparent and reliable. ,
These are verifiable from other systems, including airlines’ own operational control.

2.43

However, critical parts of the ACT process are based on judgement. Therefore the
process through which these judgements are made is critical to the success of the
ACT and must be based on transparency, consensus, expert input and balance/lack
of bias. It is noted by all parties that having the correct expertise available to make
assessments on the complex interplay of the many contributory factors is essential
to the success of the scheme.

Summary of recommendations
Calculation of rebates and bonuses
2.44

The corrected values of rebates payable should be published and reimbursements
made to airlines.

2.45

We recommend that the spreadsheet for calculating the rebates and bonuses for
Heathrow be re-designed to be fully transparent and in conformity with best
practice.

2.46

At Gatwick, the 2009/10 calculation spreadsheet should be created with less
opportunity for user error through reducing the need for manual intervention.

2.47

We recommend that confirmation of payment of the rebates is posted on the
respective airports’ websites to provide more information to CAA and the airlines.
We recommend that in future the year-end payment adjustment is made
transparent as a separate credit/debit item on airlines’ invoices.
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Publication of performance
2.48

We recommend that posters present the service quality scores in a manner which
conveys information more usefully and does not adhere strictly to the SQR measures
where they employ moving averages. Examples of different formats should be tested
with members of the airports’ passenger consultation bodies before finalisation of
design.
Constructive engagement

2.49

Greater clarity is needed with the Constructive Engagement agreements at both
airports. Where the Statement of Standards and Rebates allows for local agreements
these should be formally documented, ratified by the airport AOC and the CAA
should be informed. Local agreements which would amend the Statement, must be
approved by CAA and a revised Statement issued. Informal agreements, at an airport
or terminal AOC level, should not be treated as valid for the operation of the SQR.

2.50

The interpretation of the SQR should be made more transparent by the airports
producing a summary process document for its own managers, which should be
copied to the AOCs and CAA for information that sets out how the SQR data will be
collected and processed. This would allow concerns to be raised earlier if there are
differences of interpretation of the formal requirements of the SQR.
Security queuing

2.51

There should be a common interpretation of where the security queue measurement
should start and finish and whether a ’walk time adjustment’ should be applied. We
recommend that the Annex H standard should be redrafted to reflect the delay
imposed by the security queue, rather than the time in the queue.

2.52

At search areas where there are multiple entrances, security queuing data should be
gathered for each entrance and ideally a weighted average should be taken to
reflect the passenger experience.

2.53

At critical customer service locations, such as central and transfer search entrances,
HAL should ensure that staff responsible for data capture are free from distractions
whilst undertaking this function.

2.54

Progress towards automation of passenger, staff and vehicle data capture should be
a priority, and be based on solutions approved by CAA after consultation with the
respective airport AOCs.

2.55

The CAA should develop a common set of requirements and standards for automated
queue measurement installations. This could include a revised definition of the
queuing measure, approval of the protocols to be used and revised targets to reflect
the new measures.
Asset availability

2.56

In general our recommendations relate to:
I

Process changes to ensure greater consistency of approach between asset types

I

Correction in the adjustments process for SEGS and FEGP downtime

I

Improving information flow between the airports’ management and airlines or
their agents on notification of airside asset return to service, and reporting of
airside asset failures
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I Formalisation of the process for recording project overruns.
QSM Survey
2.57

The year-to-date QSM for 2008/9 and the moving annual average scores for 2019/10
should be calculated from monthly scores, weighted by terminal passengers in
accordance with Annex H.

2.58

In the short term, we do not recommend any changes to the perception questions in
QSM survey, but we do recommend ways in which BAA can investigate the
significance of the shortcoming in sampling late gate arrivals adequately.

2.59

In the longer term, at the next review of the SQR regime, we suggest that
consideration be given to:
I

A switch to a shorter period moving average to make the measures more
sensitive to changes in performance (we note that seasonal differences in
performance could be addressed through setting seasonal standards), and

I

Extending SQR to include additional QSM measures, based on customer priorities.
These measures would need to be adequately measureable and relate to
attributes for which the airport can be held accountable.

ACT
2.60

A potential improvement to the process at Gatwick could involve formally opening
the ACT process to the participation of stakeholders enabling the essential expertise
to be deployed at an earlier stage when a potentially contentious material event is
thought to have occurred.

2.61

The system at Heathrow is operating well but transparency should be improved by
implementing a mechanism to inform the airlines when a rebate has been paid and
when judgement has been exercised by the AOC in agreeing a reduction in rebates.

2.62

The standard rebates need to be adjusted from 2007 prices to current year prices.
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3

Security queuing
Introduction

3.1

3.2

The CAA SQR security queuing requirements for both Heathrow and Gatwick have
developed incrementally since first being introduced in 2003. The current
requirements are laid out in:
I

Appendix H of the Economic Regulation of Heathrow and Gatwick Airports 20082013-CAA Decision, issued on 11 March 2008. This document published security
queuing standards for both Heathrow and Gatwick airports, embracing central
and transfer search facilities for passengers, staff security search facilities and
search facilities for vehicles (control posts).

I

“Gatwick Airport CAA Decision for Modifications to the Statement of Standards
and Rebates to include Three Additional Elements” published on 27 March 2009
by the CAA, making a formal decision to incorporate specific metrics into
transfer, staff and vehicle search activities at Gatwick. This followed the CAA’s
publication on 2 March 2009 which set out the agreed position on opening hours
for each search facility.

I

Constructive Engagement Agreements between the Heathrow AOC and HAL.

The following tables outline the specific SQR targets at BAA’s London airports.
TABLE 3.1

SUMMARY OF SECURITY QUEUE TARGETS

Search activity

Heathrow

Gatwick

Passenger search

95% < 5 minutes

95% < 5 minutes

99% K 10 minutes (operating day 0500
to 2230)

98% K 15 minutes (operating day
0230 to 2230 or as locally agreed)

Terminal 2
95% < 10 minutes (operating day –
local agreement)
Transfer search

95% < 10 minutes
(operating day 0500 to 2230)

95% < 10 minutes
(operating day – local agreement)

Staff search

95% < 10 minutes
(operating day – local agreement)

95% < 5 minutes

95% < 20 minutes
(operating day – local agreement)

95% < 15 minutes

Control Post

Jubilee/Concorde House
95% < 10 minutes
(operating day – local agreement)

(operating day – local agreement)
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Objectives and scope of the security queuing audit
3.3

In the Audit, we are required to consider the systems for security queuing for
central passenger search, transfer search, staff search and control posts. (For
transfer search, staff search and control posts there were no standards established
for 2008/09 at Gatwick. The Audit shall nevertheless consider the measurement
systems as they exist at each airport.)

3.4

The Audit shall report on
I

The robustness of the current queue measurement systems and procedures in
each terminal and their fitness for purpose in providing the source data for the
standards and rebates scheme, including within this assessment the questions
that have been raised regarding the consistent measurement of the end of
passenger security queues;

I

Progress towards automated systems of measurement;

I

The correlation between manual and automated measurement, and potential
implications of automated measurement systems for future revisions of the
definition of security queuing standards; and

I

Whether there are more effective, accurate or robust measures of service
performance, including (where appropriate) suggesting proven systems that are
used at other airports.

The definition of “Queue Length”
3.5

Queue length is defined in Annex H as “the time taken for a passenger to move from
the back of the security queue to the start of the roller-bed at the front of the X-ray
machine”. Annex H does not define how queue lengths should be measured where
there are multiple central search facilities in a terminal.

3.6

By email (BAA/Q5/653) to CAA, HAL defined “Queue Length” as follows:

3.7
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I

The security queue is the line of people waiting to undergo the passenger and
cabin baggage security process;

I

The back of the security queue is the point where a passenger's progress through
the terminal is being held up by the security queue;

I

There is therefore no queue if a passenger's progress is first held up by the
security process itself;

I

For the avoidance of doubt, the queue time includes time spent in any security
queue before the passenger reaches the ticket presentation desk, and time spent
in any queue between the ticket presentation desk and the roller-bed feeding
the baggage x-ray machine.

However, at GAL the security queue is measured as the time taken for a passenger
to transit from a point before ticket presentation to the roller bed, and the freeflow transit time is added to the service target before a pass/fail of the standard is
assessed for the 15-minute period, for example adding 45 seconds to the 5-minute
target time.

Relevant Times
3.8

Under the current security SQR regime, most key passenger search facilities have a
defined “Relevant time over which performance counts for rebates”, however, the
time periods for other search facilities are defined as being “agreed locally for each
terminal between the airport and the terminal AOC”. Side agreements covering
these “relevant times” have been drawn up by the respective airports and AOCs.

Overview of BAA’s approach and AOC concerns
BAA’s approach
3.9

BAA invests considerable resource and effort in complying with the SQR
requirement, expanding systems to accommodate additional requests laid down in
Q5. At both Heathrow and Gatwick, the data gathering processes are manually
carried out at every location by a sample taken every 15 minutes during the agreed
operating hours:
I

Passenger search data collection at Heathrow is a function of a nominated BAA
security customer liaison officer and in the case of staff search, by CCTV
interrogation.

I

At Gatwick, passenger and staff data collection is carried out by a nominated 3rd
party agency staff member. In some instances, this function may be their sole
responsibility.

External control post data capture at both airports is carried out by 3rd party
agency staff.
AOC concerns
3.10

Both the Heathrow and Gatwick AOCs recognised that BAA is dynamically managing
security queues. However, the AOCs expressed a view that by BAA focusing effort on
achieving SQR targets this could be to the detriment of overall customer service.
Examples given were of passengers in Gatwick security queues being directed to the
upper level search area, when they may have happily waited a few extra minutes
where they were (GAL advised that they had no feedback from customers regarding
this). At Heathrow, whilst vehicle control posts were mainly achieving the 20 minute
targets, HAL only opened enough vehicle lanes to ensure the target was achieved
resulting in an increase in processing times over those when all lanes were open.

Our audit approach
3.11

Our audit of the security SQR processes at Heathrow and Gatwick was conducted
during the period 20 April to 21 May, when we carried out a series of on-the-ground
inspections of the process in action and met with airport managers to discuss the
processes and systems in place.

3.12

At every location we visited, the nominated person responsible for queue measuring
was aware of their responsibilities, had appropriate instructions to hand, was using
a standard data recording form and also equipped with a stop-watch and in most
instances, a radio.

3.13

At both airports, systems were in place to ensure BAA managers were alerted by the
queue monitors if there appeared to be a danger of service levels falling below
target levels. Actions following this type of alert could include increasing resources
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(staff/machines) or re-routing passengers (or vehicles) to an alternative screening
location.
3.14

During the on-the-ground audit process and further office-based follow-up, we
satisfied ourselves that accurate data was being captured (within the limits of the
manual process) and being properly transferred into the relevant airport database

Summary of the levels of service achieved in 2008/9
3.15

Since the latter stages of Q4, there has been a significant improvement to the
overall service to passengers in terms of the passenger queuing at the security
process. This improvement was recognised by both the Heathrow and Gatwick AOCs
at our meetings and likely, in part, be a reflection of the focus resulting from the
SQR regime.

3.16

At Heathrow, the aggregate monthly targets have been met except for:
I

Central search at all terminals in April 2008

I

Transfer security at T1 in April 2008

However, performance levels have been falling in the later months of the 2008/9
period.
3.17

At Gatwick, the aggregate measures were below target in May and October 2008 and
February 2009.

3.18

Q5 monthly results for both Heathrow and Gatwick are summarised in Appendix B.

Approach to the measurement of queues at Heathrow
Scope and scale of security queue monitoring at Heathrow
3.19

Annex H specifies operational day definitions for central and transfer search
locations. Staff search and control post opening times are subject to HAL and the
Heathrow AOC agreeing a series of Constructive Engagement documents which set
out the ‘operating day’ for these posts. The ‘operating day’ is the relevant time
over which performance counts for rebates.

3.20

Across the five Heathrow terminals there are 10 passenger search areas:
I

6 central search areas for departing passengers, with a North and South search
area in T5 (although a single measure is reported for T5)

I

A transfer search area in T1 Flight Connection Centre serving T1 and T2

I

Separate transfer areas in T3 and T4, and

I

In T5, transferring passengers are fed in to the North search area.

3.21

The operating day for these areas is 05:00 to 22:30. There are a total of 10 SQR data
capture points every 15 minutes, generating 700 pieces of data to be captured each
day. The arrangements in T5 North are particularly complex as SQR data has to be
captured for both departing and transfer passengers at the same time.

3.22

In addition to the passenger search areas there are 15 staff search posts and 17
control posts (detailed in the Constructive Engagement documents). The operating
day differs slightly between the posts with the core hours being 04:00 to 22:30, and
over 2,000 pieces of data captured each day.
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3.23

All queue measurement at Heathrow is carried out using manual systems involving
either HAL or 3rd party staff. Introduction of automated queue measurement is still
under trial and yet to be fully agreed with the AOC, although the T1 and T2 AOCs
have recently agreed to the principle, but not yet the detailed parameters of the
automated system proposed.
Central passenger search

3.24

All passenger queue measurement is manually recorded by BAA Security Officers
working as CLIOs (Customer Liaison Information Officers), except in T4 where it is
carried out by Service Team Leaders (STL). Staff employed on these duties receive
training in the method of recording and are issued with instructions in the form of a
Single Point Lesson. The CLIOs measure the passenger queue time using a
stopwatch, and queue measurement is taken every 15 minutes, clock face. The
queue times are immediately passed to a Service Team Leader (by radio), and
entered on to a shared drive which updates Heathrow wide security queue times in
the Operations Monitoring Centre (OMC). The hard copy recordings are collected and
filed at the end of each day.

3.25

The queue length measurement is taken by timing how long it takes the passenger
at the back of the queue for the security x-ray machines to reach the point where
the selected passenger reaches the x-ray loading belt and starts to load items (bags,
shoes etc) on to the belt. The queue measurement does not normally include the
time taken at ticket/facial capture presentation. However, if the security queue
stretches continuously from the x-ray loading belt through to landside of the ticket
presentation point, the CLIO is instructed to take the measure from the back of the
landside queue. There were no queues of this length while the audit team were
present.

3.26

At T5, the two entrances to the Central search areas are both monitored and a
performance score is calculated monthly for each area. An average of the two
performance scores is then used to represent central area queuing performance.
Transfer search

3.27

Passenger queue measurement in all transfer search areas follows the same process
as for central passenger search areas, except that the measurement begins after
ticket conformance checks.
Staff search

3.28

The queuing times at staff search posts are taken from viewing CCTV recordings in
real time carried out by third party agency staff (Reed Employment Agency). CCTV
recordings are held for 48 hours, allowing for some measurement to be undertaken
retrospectively. This is a long term agency appointment, and the staff employed
have been trained in the recording process and provided with a Single Point Lesson
instruction. The CCTV footage is viewed in Heathrow Point West for Terminals 1 to
4, and in the T5 Control Room for T5. We observed all the CCTV views to confirm
accuracy of process and data input.

3.29

Queue measurement is taken every 15 minutes, as near to clock face as possible,
and manually recorded on pre-printed forms which reflect the agreed opening times
for the staff search posts. Where a post is closed, this is manually recorded on the
form. The queue times are then transferred on to the shared drive by the agency
staff.
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3.30

The queue measurement is taken from the point that the selected staff member
joins the back of the queue for security processing until the point that the staff
member reaches the x-ray conveyor belt.

3.31

If staff search facilities are closed during the operational day, this is noted. The
times for the operational day and Service Quality Operating day are noted on the
Heathrow Constructive Agreement. However, we note that a local agreement
between HAL and the T5 AOC was made to allow the Wellington Service Road South
and Staff Search North facilities to be closed without breach at certain periods to
allow the search staff to be redeployed. This local agreement has not yet been
incorporated into the Constructive Engagement Agreement.
Control posts

3.32

All vehicle queue measurement is manually recorded by third party staff employed
by Wilson James, a BAA contractor. The staff are provided with training in the
recording process by Wilson James and issued with a Single Point Lesson instruction.
Staff are issued with a stopwatch and printed forms to record the vehicle queue
times at 15-minute clock face intervals. The queue is measured from the time that a
vehicle joins the back of a queue for the control post to the time that the in-barrier
is raised to allow the vehicle into the sterile area for security screening.

3.33

The Wilson James staff on post radio the queue times to their Supervisor every 15
minutes. The Supervisor is alerted once a queue reaches 10 minutes, and again at 15
and 20-minute queuing times. The Wilson James Supervisor immediately alerts the
OMC regarding any queues of over 10 minutes, and is responsible for transferring the
vehicle queue data onto the spreadsheets in the Heathrow shared drive.

3.34

Recording is undertaken during the “Service Quality Operating Day” for all the
agreed posts. The number of lanes open at a particular time is also recorded, but is
not used to determine whether the service standard has been met. This is in line
with the current Constructive Engagement Agreements. The Appendix to the Q5
Constructive Engagement document lists the ‘operating day’ for each post, for
example, CP18 has an operating day of 05:15 – 22:00, and CP19 has an operating day
of 04:00 – 22:30.

Assessment of queuing measurement systems at Heathrow
3.35

BAA at Heathrow have invested a significant amount of time and resource into
collecting the data for security queue measurement. Security queue dwell time is
given a high priority at senior management level, and at an operational level. The
security queue data drives the management response and is therefore heavily relied
on. BAA meets the requirement to measure security queue time every 15 minutes.
Consistency of queue-end measurement

3.36

The measurement of queue length is defined by HAL as excluding ticket
presentation/image capture, unless the queue extends continuously from the x-ray
loading belt through the ticket presentation point. This is consistent across all
terminals.

3.37

At T4, the SQR queue data is captured by the STL. At the time of the audit the STL
was positioned on the airside of the x-ray machines, and was observing passengers
approaching the area after ticket presentation. We were advised that during peak
passenger flows the STL moves to the other side of the x-ray machines to ensure
accurate capture of the data.
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3.38

In all other terminals, SQR data is captured by a Security Officer working as a CLIO,
with the queue being measured after ticket presentation (unless the queue
stretches continuously through ticket presentation). Ticket presentation in T5 is
unique as it links through the IKIS system to BA’s check-in system, and carries out
compliance checks on behalf of the airline. This means that delays may arise
through the reaction by passengers failing the test and being referred back to BA
staff.

3.39

The North Search area in T5 is further complicated by the feed-in of transfer
passengers. At the time of audit, the North Search area was closed to virtually all
originating passengers, who were being directed to use South Search. Three CLIOs
were deployed. The CLIOs’ principal function is to direct passengers to the security
queuing systems that feed the x-ray machines, and to balance the passenger flows
across all the open machines. The CLIOs were deployed at different points, with one
of the central CLIOs taking responsibility for capturing the SQR data for departing
passengers.

3.40

However the process for capturing delay data for transfer passengers is more
complex and requires input from a number of sources:

3.41

I

The CLIO at the entrance from the transfer escalator is primarily responsible but
only has a clear view of x-ray machines 11 to 14 (usually used for transfer
passengers).

I

In busy periods transfer passengers are encouraged to move further down the
concourse, and use other machines, where they are observed by the CLIO
capturing SQR data for originating passengers.

I

Passengers also queue at the bottom of the transfer escalator after the BA ticket
and Immigration checks when it is particularly busy. This element of the SQR
queue is captured by a Reed agency employee monitoring the area through CCTV
in the T5 Control Centre.

I

The CCTV data and the data captured by the CLIO are added together. The
‘shuffle’ period from the top of the escalator to the entrance to Northern Search
is not captured.

If the queue extends airside from the BA ticket conformance desks, this is not
recorded. However, in SQR terms this likely to arise only if there has already been
breached.
Staff Search

3.42

The CCTV views of staff search are sufficiently clear, and the Reed agency staff
carrying out SQR queue data capture could easily observe the beginning and end of
the queue and track the selected staff member.
Control Posts

3.43

All the Wilson James staff interviewed had a clear understanding that the data
capture was from the last vehicle joining the queue at the required point in time.
Robustness of current processes of measurement

3.44

SQR queue data is captured at a point in time, with one data capture every 15
minutes. We observed the data being recorded conscientiously, but this system of
capture is inherently prone to variation. During the audit we noted instances of
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significant variation of queuing times (both higher and lower than the sampled
passenger’s time) when we selected a different passenger for measurement.
3.45

Peak passenger throughput can be over 2,000 passengers an hour in a central search
area and so sample rates can easily be as low as 0.2 %. The CLIOs used to capture
the SQR queue data are primarily responsible for queue management and balancing
the flows. The role also requires them to respond to passenger queries and
communicate actively with passengers, which may distract them from their queue
measurement role. The CLIO selects the passenger to be measured and directs that
passenger into a part of the security queuing system (which may or may not have
the shortest queue).

3.46

Capturing SQR queue data at T5 North Search presents a particular challenge, and
exacerbates the problems experienced elsewhere. CCTV is used to validate or
confirm data in North Search in an effort to maintain accuracy, but the variations
noted earlier are likely to be more frequent.
Accuracy of data collected

3.47

We noted that the SQR queue data that was captured by the CLIOs, Reed agency
staff (for staff search points), and Wilson James staff (for Control Posts) was
recorded accurately and in accordance with the relevant processes. In passenger
search areas and on control posts this was immediately reported for input to the
OMC queue monitoring systems. Where there is an SQR breach during an exclusion
event (e.g. an evacuation), queue times continue to be recorded. Adjustments to
reflect the exclusion are made centrally, and not by the recording staff on the
ground. Any exclusions following an evacuation or fire alarm are recorded in the
monthly SQR reports and discussed with AOCs.
Accuracy of calculating monthly performance

3.48

The SQR queue data is transferred immediately to the relevant spreadsheet for that
area in the Heathrow shared drive. Failure to meet the SQR target for a 15-minute
period is recorded (as an SQR breach), and BAA has calculated the number of ‘SQR
breaches’ that reflect the SQR standard in each area for that month.

3.49

It is possible to access the detailed records for an area to examine the performance
for any area under SQR measurement. Where there has been an ‘exclusion’, the
queue times that were entered in the spreadsheets are replaced with details of the
exclusion (such as ‘AFA’) and this is done for the period that the exclusion occurred
until such time as the queue was brought back within the performance threshold,
but not for more than two hours after the incident stand-down.
Use of performance data within BAA

3.50

HAL uses the information dynamically through the OMC to ensure resources are
correctly balanced to match passenger demand. This is a key tool for the duty
management team. Information is also reported daily to senior management, and
forms part of the weekly overall business review.
Dissemination externally to stakeholders

3.51
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The Heathrow AOC has an SQR Group which meets monthly with HAL to review
overall performance. It is presented with aggregate results and given an oral
briefing of any issues within the month. Any instances of concern regarding security
performance can be investigated by analysing the detailed information contained
within HAL’s records. At our meetings with both HAL and airline stakeholders, we

were advised that the accuracy of data relating to security queues had not been
challenged during the year.

Approach to the measurement of queues at Gatwick
Scope and scale of security queue monitoring at Gatwick
3.52

The Gatwick SQR for 2008/9 only covers central area search, but has been extended
to transfer passengers, staff search and control posts from April 2009.

3.53

The passenger search areas at Gatwick comprise:
I

Two passenger search areas in the North Terminal, reported as a single measure

I

Three passenger search areas in the South Terminal, also reported as a single
measure, and

I

A transfer search area in each terminal

The core ‘operating day’ for passenger search areas is from 02:30 to 22.30, which
generates 160 data capture points each day.
3.54

In addition to the passenger search areas, there are:
I

5 staff search posts (South Terminal, Concorde House, Jubilee House, North
Terminal Departures and North Terminal Arrivals) and

I

2 vehicle control posts (Queens Gate and Tower Gate) which fall within the SQR
regime.

The core ‘operating day’ for these posts generates over 350 data capture points
each day.
General approach
3.55

All points recording security queues under the SQR regime have appropriate “Task
Cards” and instructions, defined as “Security Queue Measurement ProcessOperational Protocol”.

3.56

All queue measurement at passenger and staff facilities is carried out by dedicated
individuals provided by 3rd party agency (Blackjack) who have had specific training
in this function. External control post measurement is captured dedicated by 3rd
party agency staff provided by PACE Security. ‘Task cards’ are provided for
passenger, staff and vehicle posts, which describe the way in which SQR data must
be captured. This is done as near to every quarter hour clock-face as possible,
during the agreed operating day. All SQR data is passed to the Gatwick Monitoring
Centre (GMC) and input in to the SQR spreadsheets used for monitoring the
operation.

3.57

Where data captured at a passenger search facility appears anomalous, GAL will
investigate the incident by reviewing CCTV recordings to verify its accuracy.
Changes are agreed with the Blackjack staff and a record maintained (including
CCTV Images) for audit purposes.
Central passenger search – South Terminal

3.58

At the time of our visit, the South Terminal at Gatwick was operating two ground
floor central search areas (CSA1 and CSA3), supplemented with a further search
facility at first floor level (CSA2). The main search area (CSA1) is currently being
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expanded and refurbished and is restricted to 4 x-ray machines. This work, to create
an 8 x-ray machine operation, was due to be completed by 20 May 2009.
3.59

The main passenger search entrance is reached through a “portal” at CSA1, but
passengers may be directed from here up to CSA2 on the first floor. Passengers
coming out of check-in Zones A, B and C may be directed directly to CSA3, and
during peak times passengers from Zones J and K will be directed up to CSA 2. There
is a “portal” to the entrance at each search area and Blackjack staff are responsible
for managing the passenger flows and the liquid and compliance checks immediately
prior to the “portals”.

3.60

The Blackjack roster ensures a suitably trained person is always available to
undertake the 15-minute queue count. We monitored this area for several hours to
confirm both frequency and accuracy of data. The Blackjack staff member
responsible for SQR data capture ‘picks’ a passenger at random every quarter hour,
clock face as possible, and follows that passenger through ticket presentation to the
point where it reaches the x-ray belt and starts to load bags. If the passenger is
directed to CSA2, the Blackjack follows that passenger and we observed this take
place in practice. There is no separate measure for CSA2. All search areas are
treated as one passenger search area for SQR purposes. The Blackjack staff were
well managed on our visit and considerable effort was made to balance passenger
flows between the three search areas.
Central passenger search – North Terminal

3.61

At North Terminal, the main central search facility is supplemented by an additional
search area (zone Z) at the same level but about 50 meters away (around 1 minute’s
walk). Blackjack staff operates “front-of-house” customer liaison, undertaking
removal of liquids, etc., and will also re-direct passengers to zone Z as appropriate.
The Blackjack roster ensures a suitably trained person is always available to
undertake the 15-minute queue count. We monitored this area for several hours to
confirm both frequency and accuracy of data. The SQR data capture process was
conducted regularly and accurately.
Transfer search

3.62

At the North and South Terminal’s transfer search areas, SQR data capture is carried
out by a single member of Blackjack staff at each location and at the time of our
visit this was being operated in accordance with GAL instructions. In contrast to the
process at the central search area, the single Blackjack staff member provides
general customer service, ticket validation and liquids control. However, the SQR
queue recording process requires them to leave their normal position and follow a
passenger into the screened-off security area, before returning to their post.
Staff search

3.63

North and South Terminals each have a staff search adjacent to the main passenger
search facility, and also each have an additional search process predominately
provided for airline crew. We visited all staff search locations. SQR data capture
was carried out by a dedicated member of Blackjack staff at each post, which at the
time of our visit was being operated in accordance with GAL instructions.
Control posts

3.64
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At both Tower Gate and Queens Gate, the posts are monitored by a dedicated
person supplied by PACE Security, based in a small sheltered cabin about 30 meters

from the control post. At the time of our visit, SQR data was being captured every
15 minutes in accordance with the CAA requirements and GAL instructions.

Assessment of queuing measurement systems at Gatwick
Consistency of queue-end measurement
3.65

Overall, there was a consistent approach to SQR data capture across all areas, with
“Task Cards” detailing the measurement process. At passenger search areas, the
queue measure was taken from the point the passenger entered the “security
portal” prior to ticket presentation, through to the x-ray roller bed. If the queue
extended beyond the “security portal”, measurement would be taken from the back
of the queue. At staff search and vehicle control posts, the queue length was
measured from the last person or vehicle joining the queue.
Robustness of current processes of measurement

3.66

SQR queue data is captured at a point in time, with one data capture every 15
minutes. As with Heathrow, we observed the data being recorded conscientiously,
but this system of capture is inherently prone to variation. During the audit we
noted instances of variation in queuing times (both higher and lower than the
sampled passenger’s time) when we selected a different passenger for
measurement.

3.67

Although there is more than one passenger search area at both North and South
Terminals, for the purposes of SQR measurement, GAL treats each terminal as
having only one passenger search area. Also, at North Terminal, there are three
separate entrance “portals” into the central search queuing system, with passengers
then feeding into several entrances to the search area from this queuing system. At
the time of our observations, the queue monitor was only sampling passengers
passing through the central portal.

3.68

At the Transfer Search Facilities we were advised that lack of advance transfer
passenger information from airlines means this facility is subject to considerable
unpredictable “waves” in passenger demand, making it difficult to properly
resource. Despite several visits to the South Terminal Transfer area, no transfer
passengers were observed queuing.

3.69

At the vehicle control posts we were advised that at times of significant queuing
there were occasions when vehicles may be directed to a less busy post, which
would either be Queens Gate (within the 2009/10 SQR regime) or North Gate (not in
the SQR regime). However, once a vehicle had been selected for measurement (i.e.
the back vehicle) it would not be redirected. North Gate is not monitored by PACE
Security and has restricted opening hours.
Accuracy of data collected

3.70

The audit team noted that the SQR queue data was recorded accurately and in
accordance with the relevant GAL instructions. In passenger search areas this was
immediately reported for input to the GMC queue monitoring system.
Accuracy of calculating monthly performance

3.71

The GMC raw data is transferred into the SQR spread sheet on a daily basis. Failure
to meet the SQR target for a 15-minute period is recorded (as a ‘hit’), and GAL
calculates the number of ‘hits’ that reflect the SQR standard in that month.
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3.72

The approach to exclusions (such as an evacuation of a search area) mirrors that
which we found at Heathrow, and is applied as an administrative change
retrospectively. It is possible to access the detailed records for an area to examine
the performance for any area under SQR measurement.

3.73

However, GAL adds an assumed “journey time” to the target time in the standard.
This “journey time” varies by search area as indicated in the table below. For
central search areas the journey time includes a nominal time for the ticket
presentation process.
TABLE 3.2

SUMMARY OF JOURNEY TIME ADJUSTMENTS APPLIED AT GATWICK

Measure

Journey time
adjustment

Journey time
adjustment

North Terminal

South Terminal

Central search

45 sec

59 sec

Transfer search

35 sec

5 sec

Staff search (internal)

12-14 sec

24 sec

Staff search (external)

14 sec

42 sec

3.74

This approach was discussed in principle with the AOC Secretary in September 2008,
but no details were agreed. As it is not in conformance with the Statement of
Standards and Rebates, an amendment by the CAA should have been requested
before implementation.

3.75

This approach to queue measurement is effectively measuring the delay introduced
by the security process, rather than Annex H definition (“the time taken for a
passenger to move from the back of the security queue to the start of the rollerbeds
at the front of the x-ray machine”).
Use of performance data within BAA

3.76

GAL uses the information dynamically through the GMC to ensure resources are
correctly balanced to match passenger demand. This is a key tool for the duty
management team. Information is also reported daily to senior management, and
forms part of the weekly overall business review.
Dissemination externally to stakeholders

3.77
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The AOC have an SQR Group which meets monthly with GAL to review overall
performance. Any instances of concern regarding security performance are able to
be investigated by analysing the detailed information contained within GAL’s
records. At our meetings with both GAL and airline stakeholders, we were advised
that the accuracy of data relating to security queues had only been challenged once
during the year. Upon review of CCTV with the airline concerned the security queue
data was found to be accurate. Performance is reviewed and signed off each month
at the AOC and CE Service Quality Working Group.

Progress towards automated systems of measurement
Overview
3.78

The diversity of passenger security search layouts, plus the variety of operational
protocols at various airports, has made it very challenging to develop a reliable and
robust solution to automated queue data gathering. Development of automated
systems for the capture of security queue dwell times has been taking place for a
number of years, but only in the last two to three years have we seen them
introduced into live operational environments.

3.79

Whilst there are several products now being marketed, fundamentally these adopt
one of three principles.
I

Sampling systems: those which measure the time an individual is within a
bounded area and take the average of a sample of observations. These systems
are based on either capturing the signal from Bluetooth enabled devices being
carried by passengers or an individual biometric reference, and tracking their
movement through “gateways”.

I

Queue volume systems: those which estimate the average queuing time by
calculating the queue volume (or population) in a defined area (by counting ins
and outs) and dividing the population by the exit flow rate. These systems use
laser counters and/or CCTV cameras to capture in and out passenger flow data.

I

Combined system: Blue Tooth sampling is used as a prime data source but this
system incorporates a queue volume element which compensates when there is a
shortfall of prime sampling data.

Heathrow
3.80

Following initial evaluations by BAA, Heathrow elected to adopt a combined system:
the RTEL (Real Time Engineering Ltd) RT Queue automated system. A proof of
concept test was developed for T4, and a formal trial commenced at T2 on 1 April,
2009 since when the automatic system has been running in parallel with the manual
system.

3.81

Installation of the automated system is now underway at other terminal locations
(aligned to various development projects). The operation in T5 presents a particular
challenge to automation because of the physical characteristics of the building and
the mix of originating and transfer passengers at North central search although BAA
hopes to use the same system. BAA’s installation programme is summarised in the
table below.
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TABLE 3.3

AUTOMATIC QUEUE MONITORING - INSTALLATION PRGRAMME AT HEATHROW

Search Area

Status

Comments

T1 CSA

TBC

Not Installed – pending decision on
scope of refurbishment

T1 Connections

Complete

Installed – Validation in progress

T1 Zone K

Complete

Installed – Validation in progress

T2 CSA

Complete

Installed – Validation in progress

T3 CSA

Complete early 2011

T3 Connections

Complete early 2010

T4 CSA

Complete Nov 2009

T4 Connections

Complete Nov 2009

T5 North

TBC

Not Installed – pending decision on
scope of redevelopment

T5 South

TBC

Not Installed – pending decision on
scope of redevelopment

3.82

The overall principle of the RT Queue system has been presented to the AOC, and
approvals for both T2 and the FCC have been received. HAL confirms that it will
seek agreement to the detailed installations from the terminal AOCs as the
programme develops.

3.83

The raw data from the combined Bluetooth/Counter system requires complex
processing to take account of the following:
I

Exclusion of outliers from the Bluetooth sample. Within a 15-minute sample,
data points outside four standard deviations of the mean of that sample are
excluded.

I

The free-flow transit time from the measurement portal to rollerbeds. These
figures, derived by BAA’s Operational Research Department, are different for
each terminal. They are deducted from the overall queue process time.

I

The time from the rollerbeds to the metal detectors which is excluded from the
Counter queue estimate.

I

The correction mechanism for the under-recording laser counters.

I

The decision as to when to use the Bluetooth or Counter data or a combination

3.84

These adjustments combine to create a complex algorithm which is difficult to fully
understand, although the requirement for the individual components is reasonable.

3.85

HAL has given financial approval for an automated queue measurement system at
vehicle control posts based on automatic number plate recognition (ANPR). ANPR is
seen as providing the widest business benefits in terms of managing vehicle flows,
and the concept has been approved by the AOC. An initial trial is planned for the
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beginning of July 2009, and will roll out to all other posts thereafter. The
programme for this and the networking of the system is still being developed.
3.86

There is no automation programme for staff search areas and HAL intends to
continue with the manual process based on CCTV recordings.
Gatwick

3.87

The current uncertainty surrounding the sale of Gatwick has resulted in a delay in
committing to expenditure on installing an automated queue counting system.
However, GAL appears to have rejected the RTEL system that is on trial at
Heathrow. A limited trial using a system called “Brickstream Clarity” (a bio-metric
capture system) is planned at Gatwick for the staff search lane at Jubilee House,
starting in June 2009. If this is successful we were advised it would be installed in
passenger transfer areas and other staff search routes. GAL management are unsure
of the suitability of this product for the main departing passenger search areas or
for the vehicle controls posts and therefore have no firm plans for these areas.

Correlation between manual and automated measurement
Definition of the queuing measures
3.88

Manual and automated measurement systems measure different aspects of security
queuing, and they have different approaches to sampling. Furthermore the
automatic systems have only been generating queue length data for a short time so
there is limited data for comparison against manual data at an aggregate level.

3.89

The measures of queue length differ as follows:

3.90

I

The manual measure is of the time in queue of a single passenger entering the
security area, generally at the beginning of a 15-minute period

I

The Bluetooth measure is of the average of a sample of passengers leaving the
measurement zone area during a 15-minute period

I

The Counter measure estimates the average time in queue expected for the
population in the security area (estimated at 05, 10 and 15 minutes within a 15minute period).

The definition of queue length that is measured also differs:
I

The manual definition in Annex H is of the time from the back of the queue to
the rollerbed. It therefore includes the transit time to cover the distance as
well.

I

The Bluetooth measure is of the transit time between the portal and the
rollerbed. It will therefore be identical to the manual definition if queues
extended to the portal, but will include an extra element of walk time between
the portal and the back of the queue

I

The Counter method also measures the average transit time, and includes the
time taken between arrival at the rollerbed and passage through the metal
detector.
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To create a comparable measure, adjustments are therefore required to remove the
extra transit times from the Bluetooth and Counter estimates.
Comparison of manual and automatic measurements
3.91

Comparison of the range of Bluetooth observations within the 15-minute period in a
typical day with the manual observations for those periods shows that:
I

The manual count falls within the observed Bluetooth range

I

The observed range from Bluetooth includes queuing times much shorter as well
as up to twice the manually observed times, confirming the variability of the
actual queue times

I

Periods of short and long queue times are consistent between the two measures.

3.92

Comparison of the Counter observations in a typical day with the manual
observations shows that periods of short and long queue times are consistently
identified between the two measures.

3.93

Results we have been shown for T2 in April and May indicate that the approach
adopted for automatic measurement has identified a higher number of breaches of
the T2 target, but that the total number of breaches is still well below the trigger
point for a rebate.
Conclusions

3.94

Our view is that an automatic counting process, and in particular the Bluetooth
system, will provide more robust estimates of the security queue length than a
manual system. From the limited results we have seen from trial running it appears
that the number of target breaches may be higher to begin with until HAL staff are
able to use the better information to tighten their management of the queues.

3.95

Both automated systems are likely to be less accurate than manual surveys at times
of low demand, but this is not a significant issue in terms of the operation of the
SQR and the achievement of a good passenger experience.

Implications of automated measurement systems for the SQR
Queuing definitions
3.96

The automated systems measure the average transit time through a defined area,
rather than the length of time in a queue, and adjustments need to be made in
order to estimate the latter. These adjustments should reflect the physical layout of
the area and the actual length of the queue. This complexity risks reducing the
transparency of the system and we discuss an alternative below.

3.97

In our view, there would be an advantage in changing the definition of security
queuing measure to be “the delay introduced by the security process before
reaching the rollerbed”. This would require a single adjustment to be made, namely
the deduction of a free-flow transit time, reflecting the time it took to pass
between portal and rollerbed, directly, without diversion through a uni-queue or
maze system.

3.98

Similar considerations do not apply to the ANPR systems proposed for vehicles at
control posts, since the transit time for a vehicle to pass from the outer
measurement post to the control post will be negligible compared with the target
maximum queuing time of 15-20 minutes.
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Agreement of protocols
3.99

Wherever the automatic systems are installed, there will be a need for
modifications to the queuing layout to ensure the system is “sealed” and
parameters for transit time and other aspects of the system will need to be set. We
recommend that the approach and protocols used to derive outputs from the
automated systems (algorithms, un-impeded walking times, etc.) should be
discussed and ideally “signed-off” by respective AOCs and approved by the CAA.

Systems that are used at other airports
Benchmarking against good practice elsewhere
3.100

We reviewed details of two queue monitoring systems based on individual identity
capture, two systems based on queue volumes and one which used a combination of
both.
Individual Identity Capture

3.101

BLIP Systems (Denmark) has a system based on capturing Bluetooth enabled devices
and converting this data into passenger process times. The BLIP system has been
installed at Manchester.

3.102

Brickstream have a product marketed as “Clarity” which captures individual
(biometric) identity by using overhead stereo cameras mounted above queuing
areas. This system has yet to be deployed at an airport, and is about to be trialled
at Gatwick.
Queue Volume Capture

3.103

Beacon Security market a system called Beacon using CCTV cameras to capture
information on passenger flows in and out of an area. The Beacon Security product
is being used at Stansted, as defined in the Economic Regulation of Stansted Airport
2009-2014, issued in March 2009.

3.104

Blue Eye also market a CCTV-based queue capture product called B-Queue. The
Blue Eye product is under consideration by several UK airports and is in use at Paris
Charles de Gaulle and Orly, and in Lisbon and Chile.
Combination of Identity Capture and Volume Capture

3.105

The Real Time Engineering system marketed as RT Queue, captures the unique
identity of Bluetooth enabled devices, such as mobile phones, as the owner passes
through the security queuing process. Around 20% of departing passengers can be
sampled using this approach, and this is expected to increase over time. Where the
Bluetooth count level is low, as is the case with transfer passengers or low flow
rates, the accuracy of this process is maintained by supplementing the Bluetooth
data with information gained from a counter system. The combination RTEL system
is being installed at Heathrow and is also in use at Frankfurt and London Luton. We
have also been told that installation is on-going at Leeds/Bradford and a trial is
underway at Dublin Airport.
Conclusions

3.106

We have spoken with the system users at both Manchester and Stansted and have
been advised that their systems were working satisfactorily.

3.107

However, we note that the physical characteristics of every terminal building will
have a significant bearing on which product may provide the best and most cost
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effective solution. The automated systems we reviewed use significantly larger
samples than manual arrangements and will certainly provide more accurate data.
RTEL’s RT Queue probably offers the most accurate solution as it combines two
independent data sources. The other products appear to satisfy the needs of the
airports which are using them.

Summary of conclusions
General conclusions
3.108

There has been a very significant effort at both Heathrow and Gatwick to capture
security queuing data, and to report this conscientiously. Both airports have set up
comprehensive systems to support data capture and have employed additional third
party staff to measure queues.

3.109

The security queuing data is monitored and acted on dynamically at both Heathrow
and Gatwick, with staff being deployed where possible to alleviate the build up of
queues, and passengers being diverted to less busy screening areas.

3.110

BAA is still employing manual systems to capture SQR security queuing data,
although there has been some progress towards automation at Heathrow. Where the
queuing does not follow a “first-in/first-out” process, as in most central and
transfer search areas, manual systems which are based on a very small sample of
passengers will not capture the range of passenger experience that occurs even
within a 15-minute period. In some cases this inherent inaccuracy is compounded by
the operational circumstances.

3.111

The way in which the security queue is measured in passenger search areas differs
fundamentally between Heathrow and Gatwick. The Gatwick approach measures the
transit time from a portal at the entrance to the security area before conformance
tests and ticket presentation, but adds a ‘journey time’ to the target time before it
calculates breaches. Heathrow measures from the end of the queue but excludes
ticket presentation unless this is “straddled” by the queue. It makes no adjustment
for “journey time”.

3.112

Where there are multiple entrances to security areas, the methods of sampling and
producing an aggregate measure are inconsistent and do not adequately reflect the
passenger experience.
Heathrow

3.113

At Heathrow the queue time does not generally include ticket presentation, the
exception being when there is a continuous queue from the x-ray machines through
ticket presentation. The passenger queues are measured in this way in all terminals.

3.114

In four of the terminals at Heathrow, the SQR security queuing data is captured by
Security Officers working in customer service roles (in T4 the data is captured by
Service Team Leaders). The customer service role is critical in terms of managing
passenger flows, and staff can easily be distracted from the data capture
responsibilities. This contrasts with Gatwick where the SQR security queuing data is
captured by dedicated third party staff.

3.115

T5 presents a particular challenge in terms of SQR data capture as both originating
passengers and transfer passengers use the North security search area. Although
every effort is made to record the security queuing data accurately, the flaws with
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a manual system are evident, and it is inherently difficult to measure the queue
length consistently.
3.116

The North and South entrances to central search are both monitored and a monthly
performance percentage is calculated for each. An average of the two performance
results is then used in the rebate calculation. In our view this is unlikely to reflect
the passenger experience adequately in circumstances where the North search
facility is often closed to originating passengers.

3.117

SQR data from staff search posts and control post is captured in a consistent way.

3.118

HAL and AOC have drawn up Constructive Engagement documents which list the
‘operating day’ for each area subject to the SQR regime. The documents regarding
Vehicle Control Posts and Staff Posts include lane opening times but also include a
caveat that “Service Quality measurement will be done at an overall Control Post
level and not on an individual lane basis”. This has led to differences of
interpretation between HAL and the AOC.
Gatwick

3.119

There is a consistent approach to SQR security queuing data capture across all
areas, with dedicated third party staff employed to record the initial data.

3.120

The approach to queue measurement at Gatwick is carefully prescribed for the third
party staff employed to capture the data. In passenger search areas, the queuing
measure includes the ticket presentation function and also the walking time from
the ‘security portal’ outside the security area to the ticket presentation point and
rollerbed.

3.121

For short queues, this measure (excluding walking time adjustments) will overestimate the length of time in the queue, but for longer queues which extend to the
portal or beyond, an accurate measure of queue length is already obtained. In our
view it is therefore inconsistent with the Annex H definition of queue length to add
a constant “journey time” to the queuing targets, as doing so will lead to an overestimation of performance for longer queues including those around the SQR
standards.

3.122

The application of the “journey time adjustment” is not transparent. It is not
documented in GAL’s procedures and although discussed with the AOC, its use has
not been formally agreed by the AOC or ratified by the CAA.

3.123

In our view, a similar situation applies to transfer search and staff control posts. If
the Annex H definition of security queue length is to be retained, then the
maximum walking time adjustment that should be made would be the time it takes
to walk from the entry portal to the back of the security queue.

3.124

The method of sampling from different entrances to the central security areas at
the North and South terminals does not ensure that a consistent representation of
the passenger experience is obtained. Selection of only one entrance to represent
the queue length in a 15-minute period could lead to a significant over- or underestimate of average queuing times.
Automation

3.125

Automation potentially provides a significantly more reliable and accurate way of
measuring security queuing times. However, automation is still only at a trial stage
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at Heathrow, with implementation about to take place at two sites, and a system
has yet to be selected at Gatwick.
3.126

There are no agreed standards in relation to the various automated products which
airports are introducing in relation to technological specification, algorithms, output
objectives, etc. Nor is there clarity regarding longer term customer service
objectives which automated technology will facilitate.

3.127

Our views of the Heathrow T2 trial are as follows:

3.128

I

Bluetooth gives a reliable and accurate representation of transit times through
the security waiting area.

I

The range of measurements from Bluetooth samples are wide - from very short
times to twice the average, even when extreme outliers are removed. This
variability results from multiple routes through the process which supports our
concerns regarding manual sampling limitations.

I

From the limited information at present available on the T2 trial, there is
reasonable correlation between the average Bluetooth times and the manual
times.

I

During periods of low Bluetooth samples, the inclusion of supplementary
information from laser/AMD counters introduces an area of complexity. Laser
counters tend to under-report so a number of interventions are required in the
estimation process. These are not transparent. In our view, the counter back-up
system should not be seen as essential for the implementation of automation,
and in particular any difficulty in implementing a counter system should not be
seen as a constraint to the introduction of automation. Bluetooth alone should
be acceptable in the central search areas, since passenger volumes and queuing
times are likely to be low when Bluetooth samples are small.

I

Bluetooth does not appear to be effective in passenger transfer areas and the
trial underway in the T1 transfer facility is wholly reliant on the counter system.

I

The introduction of a “walking time” adjustment into the automatic monitoring
estimation raises questions of definition (discussed later) and reduces
transparency. These times are quite significant in relation to the queuing times.

Gatwick and Stansted are not adopting the Heathrow solution (RT Queue). However,
Stansted is installing an automated product called Beacon. GAL does not currently
have a scheme at trial stage or an indicative installation programme, however we
were advised the trial of a product called Brickstream Clarity may begin shortly.

Recommendations
Manual system
3.129
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There should be a common interpretation of where the security queue measurement
should start and finish and whether a “walk time adjustment” should be applied.
We recommend that for originating passengers, the measurement should include the
ticket presentation function as this is part of the security process, and this would
eliminate any ambiguity over whether that process acts as a valve to the security
area.

3.130

We recommend that the Annex H definition of the security queuing time should be
changed to “the delay imposed by the queue for security including ticket
presentation and facial capture, up to the point the passenger reaches the security
roller bed”. This would be consistent with our recommendation (below) for a change
in definition for automatic monitoring systems. The delay would be calculated by
comparison against a free-flow transit time to the roller-bed avoiding any uni-queue
or maze system.

3.131

At Gatwick, we propose the following changes:

3.132

I

If the Annex H definition is changed, the direct free-flow walk time should be
measured and used in the calculation of delay

I

If the Annex H definition is retained, the “journey time adjustment” should only
apply to the time it would take to walk from the measurement start point to the
point at which a queue of five minutes (the lower service standard level) would
typically extend. As this is difficult to determine, an approximation should be
discussed and ideally agreed with the AOC, before being approved by the CAA.

I

The AOC should be consulted on any walk time adjustments and they should be
formally approved by the CAA.

I

SQR security queuing data should be monitored for each entrance to the central
search areas in the North and South terminals, to ensure a more representative
estimate of performance is obtained. Ideally a weighted average should be taken
to reflect the passenger experience. However, this would be complex to
administer and we consider that the longest queue in each period would be an
adequate proxy.

I

All airlines should provide GAL with better advanced passenger information,
particularly on transfer numbers, to allow more efficient deployment of security
staff.

At Heathrow, we propose the following changes:
I

At central search areas, the security queue should be deemed to begin before
ticket presentation/facial capture.

I

If the Annex H definition is changed, the direct free-flow walk time should be
measured and used in the calculation of delay

I

At T5 central search, a revised method of calculating performance should be
implemented, consistent with the method of use of the North search area.
Security queuing data should continue to be captured for each of the North and
South central search areas at T5, but we recommend that a weighted average
(ideally) or the longest queue in each period, should be taken to reflect the
passenger experience. The North Search entrance should be assumed to be
available to departing passengers except when tactical closure is agreed with
BA. The practice of averaging the monthly performance across the two entrances
should be discontinued.

I

A more robust measurement process should be instituted which will differentiate
between transfer and departing passengers passing through the T5 North search
facility.
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I

The Constructive Agreement documents should be clarified with examples, so
that ambiguity is eliminated.

I

At critical customer service locations such as central and transfer search
entrances, HAL should ensure that staff responsible for data capture are free
from distractions whilst undertaking this function

Automation
3.133

Progress towards automation of passenger, staff and vehicle data capture should be
a priority, and be based on solutions approved by CAA after consultation with the
respective airport AOCs. Wherever the automatic systems are installed, there will
be a need for modifications to the queuing layout to ensure the system is “sealed”
and parameters for transit time and other aspects of the system will need to be set.
We recommend that components used to derive outputs from automated queue
counting systems (algorithms, un-impeded walking distances, etc.) should be
discussed with, and ideally “signed-off” by, respective AOCs and approved by the
CAA.

3.134

As automated systems become refined, consideration could be given to formulating
the output to truly reflect the total queuing experience of all passengers, for
example by changing the measure to reflect the delay imposed by the security
process and by weighting the results to reflect the passenger throughput.

3.135

The CAA should develop a common set of requirements and standards for automated
queue measurement installations. This could include a revised definition of the
queuing measure, approval of the protocols to be used and revised targets to reflect
the new measures.

3.136

Parallel manual monitoring needs to continue while confidence in the automatic
system is built up.
Longer term considerations

3.137

The impact of poor service at critical control posts at Heathrow is not adequately
reflected in the current SQR. Consideration should be given to amending the SQR to
reflect this issue in the future.

3.138

Where manual data capture is retained in the long term, consideration should be
given to:
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I

Investigating the use of technology to assist in this process

I

Increasing the sample size in areas which are customer service critical.

4

Quality of Service Monitor passenger survey
Introduction

4.1

The Quality of Service Monitor (QSM) is a continuous customer service survey
conducted amongst departing, arriving and transfer passengers. It is conducted at
all BAA’s UK airports (and, currently, where it has overseas airport contracts).

4.2

Face to face interviews are conducted using hand-held PDAs with outbound and
inbound passengers. Outbound interviews are at the departure gates, inbound at the
arrivals concourse.

4.3

It includes a sub-set of questions which are used within the Service Quality Regime
(SQR), covering way-finding, information, availability of lounge seating and
cleanliness through the following questions:
I

Information (if used or wanted to use flight information)
How would you rate the ease of finding a flight information screen?
How would you rate the ease of reading the flight information screen?
How would you rate the ease of understanding the information?

I

Departure lounge seat availability (if departure lounge used)
How would you rate the ease of finding a seat in that area?

I

Cleanliness (if used each area)
How would you rate the cleanliness in the lounge?
How would you rate the cleanliness of the toilet facility?
How would you rate the cleanliness of the check-in area?
How would you rate the cleanliness of the arrivals meeting area?

I

Wayfinding
How would you rate the ease of finding your way between terminals?
How would you rate the ease of finding your way round this terminal today?

4.4

Passengers are selected at random to participate in the interview, by selecting
every ‘nth’ passenger (typically, every 10th adult passenger) on the sampled flight.

4.5

Interviewing typically takes place between 07.00 and 21.00, although this varies by
season through the year.

4.6

Quotas are set according to country of destination / origin. In some cases, subquotas are set for specific airports. At the analysis stage (at the end of each month)
the data is weighted to ensure it reflects the profile of the population of airport
users. Weighting is by country of origin/destination and hour.

4.7

An overview of the process is described in the flowchart below.
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FIGURE 4.1

OVERVIEW OF DATA MANAGEMENT AND CLEANING PROCESS

Method of audit
4.8

Our audit included:
I

A review of documentation and procedures relating to the conduct of the survey;

I

An audit of the new procedures adopted for managing the processes for using
PDAs, including the data management and cleaning tasks (see Figure 5.1):

I

Observations of departure and arrival interviewing were undertaken at Heathrow
and Gatwick airports;

I

Comparison of results against:
I

The CAA survey at Heathrow and Gatwick

I

The ASQ survey managed by ACI

I

British Airway’s customer satisfaction survey.

Audit results
4.9
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Our overall conclusion is that the QSM processes are adhered to and that the survey
is fit for purpose. Indeed, we observed that the survey is conducted to a high
standard which is at least as good as other surveys of a similar type. We are
therefore not recommending any changes, though we do recommend consideration
of some enhancements for potential adoption in the future, in the spirit of continual
improvement.

4.10

The tables and commentary on the following pages summarise our findings
examining in turn three key areas against best practice approaches:
I

Questionnaire and survey design

I

Fieldwork management and data processing

I

Interviewing process.

TABLE 4.1
Item

QUESTIONNAIRE AND SURVEY DESIGN
Rating

Comment

Is the questionnaire
format appropriate?

Yes

Heathrow and Gatwick both use hand held computers (PDAs) to
administer the questionnaire. (Gatwick, T3 and T5 are using an
upgraded version which loads pages quicker; T1, T2 and T4 will
soon also have the upgraded version). The PDAs enable
interviewers to record the number of refusals, and also eliminates
manual data entry.

Are the questions
clear and reasonably
concise?

Yes

The questions used for the SQR are clear and concise.

Do questions use
everyday English and
avoid jargon?

Yes

The questions used for the SQR are in everyday English.

Do the questions
reflect the priorities
of customers?

Yes

We understand that the questionnaire has been developed with the
help of qualitative research to identify passenger priorities. We
also recognise that in terms of the SQR questions, there are
practical constraints and the focus has to be on aspects which are
readily quantifiable and also within the control of BAA. Notably,
this means that interactions with staff are not included.

Are instructions to
interviewers
sufficient and clear?

Yes

We have reviewed the standing instructions and observed the
interviewers working in accordance with them.

Is there an effective
process for updating
the questionnaire?

Yes

The hand held computers are synchronised at the end of each
shift, therefore if there are small changes to the questionnaire
each computer is updated. There is an annual review of the
questionnaire, although it is noted that changes are kept to a
minimum – there has to be a very good case for changes bearing in
mind the risk attached to changing the questionnaire. Additional
ad-hoc questions are added in from time to time to explore
specific issues in more depth. We note that a recent example was
a set of questions connected with the cleanliness of toilets.
However, these do not affect the SQR questions.

Is there an effective
process for updating
the sample design?

Yes

The quotas are up-dated twice a year using actual passenger data.
Additional changes are made in the intervening period if there are
major changes in services.
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Item

Are the sample sizes
sufficient for their
purpose?

4.11

Rating

Comment

Yes

The confidence interval for the annual results is +/-0.02 points. To
illustrate with an example, suppose the average rating for
cleanliness at T5 in one year was 3.70. This means that we can be
95% certain that the actual value lies between 3.68 and 3.72.
Given that the SQR formula is based on one decimal place (so in
the example, the score would be rounded to 3.7) this is more than
adequate. The sample size in fact exceeds what is strictly
necessary for the SQR regime.

The introduction of hand held PDAs and the recent upgrade of these devices helps to
ensures that the survey is undertaken in a professional and efficient manner. We
note that their introduction has significantly reduced the refusal rate, which is now
considerably lower than other comparable surveys undertaken using a paper
method. We also note that the introduction of PDAs reflects a genuine desire to
maintain and improve the quality of the survey.

TABLE 4.2

Item

FIELDWORK MANAGEMENT AND DATA PROCESSING

Rating

Comment

Are the interviewers
sufficiently trained
for the task?

Yes

All interviewers are given a 2 or 3 day training course when they
join the interviewing team (after having been interviewed and
accepted). In these 2 days they cover the basics of interviewing
(prompting, routing, wording etc), the working and layout of the
airport and the kinds of interviews they undertake. They go
through questionnaires, hand held computers and the interviewer
is accompanied during some practice interviews. Once they are
trained the interviewers start off with the more basic
questionnaires, and when they are comfortable and conducting
them to a high standard they will take on more complex /
sensitive questionnaires.

Is the training of
interviewers
consistent

Yes

Yes, all interviewing staff go through the same training that
appears to be of a high standard.

Yes

All the interviewers that we monitored acted in a very
professional manner. Respondents reacted well to being
interviewed, even though some were unwilling to be interviewed,
which confirms that they were happy with the
interview/interviewer. All interviewers were comfortable using
the hand held computers ensuring that interviews were
professional and ran smoothly.

Do interviewers
conduct themselves
in a professional
manner?
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Item

Rating

Comment

Yes

The supervisory staff advised us that all interviewers were
accompanied at least once a year. They are accompanied more
often if it is found that they are making mistakes when their work
is checked.

Yes

Refusals are recorded on the hand held computers as well as the
‘shift reports’. On the computers before each interview, the
interviewer is asked to record the number of refusals they have
to reach the interview; this data is then downloaded at the end
of each shift. Interviewers also complete a ‘shift report’ at the
end of each shift; this contains the interviews that have been
completed against the quota that has been set. It also notes
down the refusals, which are either because they are non English
speaking, or because due to refusal to participate. The refusal
rates for departing passengers are low, but higher for arriving
passengers reflecting the difficulty of stopping people on their
way out of the airport.

Yes

Quotas are set for flights to individual destinations and flights to
be surveyed are selected on this basis. When the interviewers
first get to the gate, which the flight is boarding from, they ask
at the desk how many passengers are due to board at the gate. If
it is less then 100 they interview 1 in 3, and if it is over 100 they
interview 1 in 5. Arrival passengers are randomly selected as
they enter the airport having picked up their luggage. Our
observations confirmed that the sampling method was adopted
correctly by interviewers (though we note that they were aware
of the observation). In addition, analysis of the sample profile in
terms of purpose, whether direct or transfer passenger, and
whether UK or foreign shows no evidence of bias.

Are all respondents
informed about the
purpose of the
survey?

Yes

When the interviewers introduce themselves, they explain the
purpose of the interview and why is it being done. We believe
that this satisfied any doubt as to why they were being
interviewed.

Are exceptional
events recorded
(such as disruptions
to flights?

Yes

All exceptional events are recorded in the ‘shift report’ at the
end of the shift. Fieldwork is not undertaken during major
disruptions.

Are "lost" shifts
replaced with "like
for like" shifts?

Yes

If any shifts aren't completed on the given day, supervisors try to
rearrange the shift to be completed at the same time and day on
the next week.

Yes

Data from a random selection of interview shifts are checked by
the supervisor for mistakes – the use of the computers has taken
out human routing errors. Interviewers are also routinely
accompanied on shifts so that performance can be observed.

Are all interviewers
accompanied at least
once a year?

Are refusal rates
monitored?

Are respondents
selected randomly?

Are completed
interviews back
checked?
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Item

Rating

Comment

Are coding and data
entry staff
adequately trained
and supervised?

Yes

Due to the use of hand held computers, none of the interviews
are data entered.

Is the number of
‘missing’ and ‘don’t
know’ responses
monitored?

Yes

The number of missing / don’t know responses for individual
questions is low.

Are the weights
effective in removing
sampling bias?

Accept
able

The weights are designed to ensure the sample is representative
in terms of origins and destinations, and hour of the day.
Individual attributes are weighted by the number of passengers
using the service/facility in question. Since fewer attributes are
included for arrivals facilities the weight between departures and
arrivals favours departures, which we believe is appropriate (the
ratio is 9 departure attributes v 3 arrival attributes).

Are major changes in
the scores
investigated?

Yes

The scores are checked before being published. Any scores
falling below the threshold are investigated in order that
remedial action can be taken by the airport managers.

Are the processing
and analysis
procedures applied
consistently?

Yes

The procedures are semi-automated and documented.

.
4.12

The fieldwork management, coding and data processing is undertaken to a high
standard and there are established procedures that are well documented. The PDAs
have also eliminated data entry errors. There is a clear data cleaning process (with
an audit trail) for correcting the occasional mistakes made by the interviewer at the
time of the interview
Table 4.3

The interviewing process

Item

Are interviewers briefed
before their shift?

Do interviewers introduce
themselves with their name
purpose and ID?
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Rating

Comment

Yes

We are advised that all interviewers are given a full
briefing at the beginning of a new job. Once they have
been briefed they can complete their shifts for that job
without needing to be briefed before each of their shifts.
The supervisors are always on hand if the interviewers
have questions which have been raised through
completed the shifts

Yes

Our observations confirm that interviewers introduce
them selves using the ID, which they are wearing on
their suit, and give a full but short explanation as to why
the research is taking place.

Item

Rating

Comment

Are the interviewers dressed
appropriately?

Yes

All interviewers we observed wore a suit, with a uniform
blouse/shirt.

Yes

We understand that If respondents refuse interviewing
when the reason for the interview has been explained,
the interviewers thank the respondent and move on. This
was observed during the arrivals survey, but no refusals
were observed during the departure survey (these are
very rare).

Yes

Yes. And if it appears that the respondent is likely to
board in the next 5 or so minutes, the interviewers
always informs them that the interview will take
approximately 10 minutes.

Yes

Interviewers are trained to always respect the
respondent’s wishes and this was true in all the observed
cases. Interviews are only initiated when there is time to
complete before boarding and there were no observed
cases of interviews being curtailed before the end. The
instructions to interviewers are to try and finish the
interview while the respondent is waiting in the queue.

Do interviewers accept
refusal without question?

If requested, does
interviewer inform the
respondent correctly how
long the interview will take?

If respondent withdraws from
interview part way through
interview, does interviewer
respect their wishes?

4.13

Our observations of the interviewers and discussions with their supervisors indicate
that the interviewing is undertaken to a consistently high standard. We note that
the turnover of survey staff is relatively low, and therefore that they tend to be
experienced and committed.

Example findings from benchmarking
4.14

In this section we present a selection of charts which illustrate the comparisons that
have been made against other surveys, particularly the CAA and ASQ surveys. The
objectives of this comparison were primarily to check the reasonableness of :
I

the refusal rates for the QSM survey

I

the profile of passengers interviewed in the QSM survey

I

the relevant scores of different attributes

I

the trends identified by the QSM survey.

Refusal rates
4.15

The first example compares the refusal rates of the QSM and CAA surveys, showing
that the QSM refusal rates are exceptionally low (note, these are not measured for
the ASQ survey).
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FIGURE 4.2

REFUSAL RATES
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A key factor behind the low refusal rates in the use of PDAs and this is illustrated
below in a chart which tracks the falling refusal rates as PDAs have been introduced.
The benefits of the use of PDAs can only be realised by having skilful interviewers
with an ability to very quickly engage with the respondent, a skill which we
observed in practice.
FIGURE 4.3

IMPROVEMENTS IN REFUSAL RATES
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Interviewee profile
4.17

Comparisons of the profiles of respondents for the BAA and CAA surveys show a high
degree of consistency, as illustrated in the chart below.
FIGURE 4.4

JOURNEY PURPOSE PROFILE
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Relative scores
4.18

The QSM and ASQ surveys both use 5 point scales, but with different descriptors1.
We note that the ASQ scale is asymmetric and weighted towards the three positive
responses, with the mid-point being ‘good’ rather than ‘average’. This is reflected
in the chart below which shows consistently higher QSM ratings. There is also
greater variation within the ASQ survey, which is possibly due to a combination of:
I

the different scales

I

the different questions used

I

the self-completion method used for the ASQ compared with face-to-face for the
QSM, and

I

the lower sample sizes for the ASQ survey2.

1

ASQ: (1) poor, (2) fair, (3) good, (4) very good, (5) excellent. QSM: (1) extremely poor, (2) poor, (3)
average, (4) good, (5) excellent

2

The sample size for the ASQ survey is 350 per terminal per quarter. For the QSM it ranges between
1,100 (T4) and 2,700 (T5) per terminal per quarter
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FIGURE 4.5

EXAMPLE OF MEAN SCORES COMPARISON AGAINST ASQ
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Note: QSM Wayfinding scores are based on a combination of the responses to the questions
“How would you rate the ease of finding your way between terminals?” and “How would you
rate the ease of finding your way round this terminal today?”
4.19

To remove these effects and be able to compare more on a like for like basis, we
have ranked the terminals at Heathrow using both surveys. The results are
compared in the figure below. This demonstrates a high level of consistency across
all three attributes compared. The slight differences highlighted are likely to be
explained by the differences in the measures used for each attribute in each survey.
FIGURE 4.6

QSM AND ASQ RANKING COMPARISON BY ATTRIBUTE

Notes: Cleanliness – QSM scores are based on 4 cleanliness attributes: lounge, toilet facilities,
check-in area, meeting area; ASQ scores are based on 2 attributes: washrooms, airport
terminal.
Flight information – QSM scores are based on 3 attributes: ease of finding, ease of reading,
ease of understanding; ASQ scores are based on Flight Information Screens.
Wayfinding – QSM scores are based on 2 attributes: finding your way between terminals,
finding your way round the terminal; ASQ scores are based on Ease of finding your way
through the airport.

4.20
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This consistency applies also to comparisons of the relative positions between the
attributes, with only one significant difference observed across the five terminals
examined.

FIGURE 4.7

QSM AND ASQ RANKING COMPARISON BY TERMINAL

* Note - difference not significant from the attribute ranked below

Trends
4.21

Comparisons of trends in results between 2007 and 2008 show a consistent picture
between the two surveys, with ratings either improving or staying the same. The
example provided below is typical of the results for all the terminals at Heathrow.
FIGURE 4.8

QSM AND ASQ COMPARISON BY YEAR
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Calculation of QSM measures
4.22

4.23

The QSM measures for each attribute and terminal are calculated on a monthly basis
weighted by hour and country, and by usage of the facilities. However, for the
purposes of the Service Quality Regime and the calculation of rebates and bonuses,
the results should be reported on a moving average basis, weighted by the number
of terminal passengers passing through each terminal each month:
I

For 2008/9, a year-to-date average should be calculated

I

From April 2009, a 12-month moving average should be used.

We have reviewed the calculation of the monthly score and the year-to-date
average. With respect to the rounding requirements, we confirm that they have
been calculated appropriately, that is with no rounding of the component data
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scores until the results are reported or used for the calculation of bonuses and
rebates. However, the year-to-date averaging process was not correct, since the
year-to-date figures were calculated as simple averages of the monthly scores and
were not weighted by the number of passengers at each terminal. We understand
from BAA that this error arose because the application of a passenger weighting was
a change from the Q4 process and, although it was reflected in the Annex H
description, they believed that the text of the accompanying CAA Decision was
ambiguous.
4.24

4.25

The year-to-date scores have since been recalculated by BAA and reviewed by us.
The revised scores are lower on five occasions:
I

The Cleanliness score is below target on three additional months at GAL North
terminal, but there would be no change to the rebate calculation as rebates
have already been paid on the maximum six occasions;

I

The Flight Information score is below target on one additional month at HAL T4,
but there is no change to the rebate calculation for the same reason; and

I

The Cleanliness score is below target in June at HAL T3. This score would have
generated a further rebate payment.

We note that the use of a year-to-date aggregate score means that the performance
in the first few months of 2008/9 (whether good or bad) has a disproportionate
effect on the subsequent scores. We illustrate this effect in the figure below for
cleanliness at Heathrow T4 and T5 for this year.
FIGURE 4.9

EXAMPLE EFFECTS OF CUMULATIVE 12 MONTH AVERAGE (CLEANLINESS)
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Although this distortion will no longer occur from April 2009, the SQR formula will
still have the effect of smoothing out seasonal factors (and any major one-off
events) and means that the reported result will not vary significantly over the year,
unless there is a very marked trend in one or other direction.

Summary of conclusions
4.27
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The section summarises the results of the audit against each question posed in the
terms of reference for the audit.

Has the QSM been consistently applied over time and across terminals?
4.28

Yes, the QSM is part of a corporate process operated consistently across all BAA
operated airports. The same survey team is used at both Heathrow and Gatwick
with data processing and cleaning undertaken centrally for both airports (currently
at an office located at Gatwick airport).
Is it transparent?

4.29

Yes, the methodology and results are available for scrutiny. The QSM has been
running for many years and there have been numerous presentations and meetings
involving AOCs and individual airlines explaining what BAA does.
Are changes well documented?

4.30

Yes. The only change affecting the SQR element of the QSM since the previous audit
has been the switch to using PDAs and this is well documented.
Does the QSM reasonably accord with best market practice and sufficiently
objective, unbiased, reliable and robust to be fit for the purpose?

4.31

Yes, it uses best practice in terms of the survey method, the fieldwork and data
cleaning processes. The use of PDAs for this type of survey is a superior approach to
either interviewer-administered paper based questionnaires, or a self-completion
method (which introduces increased language and comprehension barriers). Every
effort appears to be made to make it as reliable and representative as possible.
100% representation is not possible for any survey, but the QSM is as close as can be
expected and the inaccuracies are not significant.
Are sample sizes adequate to support results to the level of confidence
required?

4.32

Yes, sample sizes exceed those that are strictly necessary to calculate a 12-month
average. 12 months of data are used to calculate the rebates whereas 3 months of
data would be sufficient.

4.33

The sample sizes for the QSM far exceed those of the ASQ survey (350 per quarter
for the ASQ compared with 1,100 to 2,700 for the QSM, depending on the terminal).
Are the survey questions and processes well designed to obtain a high quality
response?

4.34

Yes. This is indicated by the very low refusal rates, the consistency in the data (i.e.
lack of ‘rogue’ results/random fluctuations), the short time the questionnaire takes
(around 5 minutes) and the interviewer feedback.
Are the samples of passengers and weighting adequately to reflect the overall
mix of passengers?

4.35

The weighting process in the calculation of monthly scores is effective in ensuring
representativeness by route and time of day. The profile of the weighted sample
also appears, in general, to be representative in terms of journey purpose, and
proportion of transfer passengers. However, the calculation of year-to-date scores
had not been calculated in accordance with Annex H as the specified weighting by
terminal passengers had not been applied. BAA has since re-calculated the year-todate scores, weighted by terminal passengers, giving rise to some changes in score
as described in paragraph 4.24 above. The financial implications of this are
discussed in paragraphs 7.7 and 7.13 of this report.
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4.36

There may still be some under-representation of passengers arriving very late at the
departure gate, and those who don’t speak English will also be missed. The effect of
being unable to sample those arriving very late is unknown, but its significance is
likely to be reduced given that a proportion of such passengers can still be
intercepted on arrival at the airport, albeit with a different range of questions. The
option of interviewing some passengers in airline lounges has been ruled out by
many airlines and, in any event, would create inconsistencies in the survey data.

4.37

The effect of language is at worst equivalent to 3% of departing passengers, and
likely to be much less than this. It therefore does not have a significant impact on
the overall scores.
To what extent any changes to the methodology would adversely affect the
benefits of consistency?

4.38

Any changes would have to be carefully weighed up, and if introduced, subject to
rigorous testing. Generally we see no need to make changes at this time, unless the
scope of the SQR is itself changed.
Are there more effective or robust measures?

4.39

No, the current method is the most effective available for measuring passenger
perceptions. Other approaches, for example based on observation either by
professionals or mystery travellers behaving as passengers could only supplement
and could not replace the current method (without a fundamental change to the
SQR measure). The added value of any additional approaches is questionable,
unless, as for the QSM, they are also part of the airport management process.
How do QSM results compare with the ASQ?

4.40

There is broad agreement between the two, with some differences which are likely
to be due to the methods. QSM results are more precise and also likely to be more
reliable, so where there is disagreement between the two it is more likely that it is
the QSM which is giving the ‘right’ result.

Recommendations
4.41

We recommend that in 2009/10, the moving annual total QSM scores are calculated
in accordance with Annex H, using monthly QSM scores weighted by the monthly
terminal passengers in each terminal.

4.42

In the short term, we do not recommend any changes to the perception questions in
QSM survey, but we do recommend that BAA investigates further issues with late
arrivals at the departure gate by:
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I

Analysis of satisfaction scores by check-in location and specifically economy
versus First/Business class check-in

I

Testing an additional profiling question such as whether or not the passenger
used an airline lounge, or their tendency to get to the departure gate as late as
possible, to investigate differences in satisfaction scores in a more targeted way
than for business versus non-business customers or check-in location;

I

Testing a ‘QSM lite’ for travellers arriving at the departure gate late (which only
include basic profile and SQR-specific questions), to assess whether late arriving
passengers have a different perception to others.

4.43

In the longer term, at the next review of the SQR regime, we suggest that
consideration be given to:
I

A switch from a 12-month moving average to a shorter period moving average to
make the measures more sensitive to changes in performance. Seasonal targets
may then need to be set to ensure the regime is not made more onerous overall;

I

Extending SQR to include additional QSM measures, based on customer priorities.
These measures would need to be adequately measurable and relate to
attributes for which the airport can be held accountable.
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5

Asset availability measures
Introduction

5.1

The accurate measurement, processing and calculation of asset availability
performance relies, more than any other area of the regime, on the successful
integration of systems and departments across the airport.

5.2

In carrying out this audit, we have gained an understanding of the airports’ systems
for recording asset unavailability and return to service, the process for analysing
data and the interaction between the airport and its airline customers.

5.3

We interviewed HAL and GAL asset and terminal managers to understand the
procedures and systems in place at each airport. Furthermore, we checked the
accuracy of data in the airports asset availability reports by comparison of a sample
against data in its recording systems and against data held in other sources (such as
engineer’s reports and manual logs).

Summary of the levels of service achieved in 2008/9
5.4

Details of the asset availability performance against target by terminal have been
attached at Appendix C.

5.5

At Heathrow aggregate monthly performance has triggered rebates primarily in
relation to Passenger Sensitive Equipment (General and Priority) and arrival baggage
reclaim carousels as well as occasionally on other measures.

5.6

At Gatwick, aggregate monthly performance triggered rebates primarily in relation
to Passenger Sensitive Equipment (mainly Priority), but generally other assets
performed at a level above target.

5.7

Pier Service levels at North terminal and T4 were less than the standard throughout
the year.

5.8

At both airports the Transit System performed at a level that generated rebates on
two months of the year.

Availability-measuring procedures and systems at Heathrow
Assets included in the scheme
5.9

A total of 1,603 assets are included in the scheme. These are listed in the table
below. Passenger Sensitive Equipment (PSE) Priority assets are counted twice, in the
PSE General and the PSE Priority categories.
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TABLE 5.1

SQR ASSETS - HEATHROW

PSE
General

PSE
Priority

Jetties

Stands

FEGP

SEGS

PCA

Baggage
reclaim

TTS

T1

115 (10
Hex)

14

34

34

37

37

0

11

-

T2

51

-

15

18

21

21

0

5

-

T3

146

18

47

49

38

38

9

11

-

T4

80 (8 Hex)

13

21

35

36

36

0

8

-

T5

290 (9 Hex)

36

38

62

65

65

38

11

2

Note: Reporting systems for Pre-Conditioned Air (PCA) are in place, but no money is at risk under SQR.
FEGP = Fixed Electrical Ground Power

SEGS = Stand Entry Guidance System

TTS = Terminal Transfer System

Hex = Heathrow Express

Automation and monitoring
5.10

There are limited systems for automatic monitoring of assets at Heathrow, but this
varies by asset type and terminal. The table below summarises those asset groups
which have been fitted with centrally monitored fault indication systems.
TABLE 5.2

ASSETS WITH FAULT INDICATION SYSTEMS
T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

LEPC

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

Jetties

No

No

No

No

No

Stands

No

No

No

No

No

FEGP

No

No

No

No

No

SEGS

No

No

No

No

No

PCA

No

No

No

No

No

Baggage reclaim

Partial

Partial

Partial

Partial

Yes

T5 Transit

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

5.11

LEPC equipment in all terminals have some form of centrally monitored fault
indication system (“back indication”). The sophistication, reliability and extent of
these systems varies widely between terminals.

5.12

The T5 transit system and baggage reclaim is automatically monitored. All other
systems rely on faults being identified and manually reported by third parties or BAA
staff. These faults then lead to the generation of a work order which is tracked on a
system known as Maximo.
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Explanation of Maximo
5.13

Maximo is a commercially available maintenance database. All maintenance
requirements are logged in the database as a work order, and, following the
completion of a repair (corrective or planned) the work order will be closed with a
time entered at which the asset returns to service.

5.14

A “work order created” field is automatically generated when a new work order is
opened. This field entry is taken as the start time for downtime calculations and
cannot be manually altered. Calculated downtime is therefore the time at which an
asset returns to service less the time at which the work order was generated.
General assets – Lifts, Escalators, Passenger Conveyors (LEPC) / Jetties /
Baggage reclaim

5.15

Assets in terminals 1, 2, 3 and 4 at Heathrow are likely to be unserviceable for
longer before a work order is created. This is due to a greater reliance on manual
inspections. Due to these varying levels of automation, asset (and in particular
LEPC) availability is subject to variation in measurement across the five terminals at
Heathrow and indeed, the seven terminals in the audit.

5.16

The systems do not give full visibility of the status of the airport’s assets. In the
event of an asset failure, the systems are therefore unable to accurately record the
time at which the asset became unserviceable.

5.17

In practice, the time between an asset becoming unserviceable and a report being
created in Maximo appears to be short. As third parties have the ability to record
faults in Maximo, the most common reason for a fault to be unreported for a long
period of time is that the asset is not in frequent use by airlines or their agents.

5.18

This system ensures that asset downtime is recorded, at worst, from the moment at
which downtime could have a negative impact on users. In the case of some
complex assets, stands for example, it may not be possible to install an automated
monitoring system. As such we are satisfied that the airports’ asset downtime
monitoring systems are fit for purpose. The detailed rationale for this conclusion is
summarised below.
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TABLE 5.3

GENERAL ASSETS - LEPC / JETTIES / BAGGAGE RECLAIM

Item

Rating

Comment

Does the airport have real
time visibility of the status
of its assets?

Partial

Across the five terminals a wide range of
asset monitoring systems exist. These vary in
terms of sophistication and coverage, even
the most advanced systems do not yet provide
full coverage of all assets. All terminals rely
principally on a team of HAL employed
“facilities inspectors” for proactive fault
identification.

Are there sufficient checks
in place to ensure that any
asset un-serviceability is
identified within a
reasonable timeframe?

Yes

“Facilities Inspectors” tour each terminal at
least twice in each operational day. These
inspections follow a set route designed to
identify malfunctioning assets. Combined with
central monitoring systems and third party
reporting we believe a sufficiently robust
system exists.

When the airport becomes
aware of an unserviceable
asset, does it begin
recording downtime
immediately?

Partial

Downtime is recorded from the time when the
incident is reported in the Maximo database.
For systems with no automated fault monitor
a Maximo record is produced immediately
upon fault detection.
In the event that an automated piece of
equipment becomes unserviceable, the
“terminal monitoring centre” will dispatch an
engineer to verify the fault. The fault will be
recorded only when an engineer is satisfied
that the automated indication is accurate.

Are sufficient systems in
place for third party
reporting of asset failures?

Yes

Airline employees, ground handlers etc. are
supplied with a telephone number with which
to report unserviceable assets. Knowledge of
this number is widespread.

Impact of downtime reporting lag
5.19

In the event that an automated piece of equipment becomes unserviceable, the
“terminal monitoring centre” will dispatch an engineer to verify the fault. The fault
will be recorded only when an engineer is satisfied that the automated indication is
accurate. In addition an asset may go unreported as unavailable if it is not fitted
with an automatic indication system. We have been advised that the period
between an asset developing a fault and a fault record being created could be up to
two hours for an infrequently used asset.

5.20

Frequently used assets are unlikely to be unavailable for more than 15 minutes
before notification takes place. This can be compared with the average downtime
reported which in March 2009 was 101 minutes for escalators in T1, 106 minutes for
passenger lifts in T1 and 60 minutes for jetties in T5. While an extra 15 minutes
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would be significant in relation to this average downtime, it would only have
reduced the availability to 99.60%. 99.60% and 9.47% respectively in these cases.
T5 Inter Terminal Transit System (ITTS)
5.21

The TTS has a fully automated fault reporting system. System down time is recorded
manually by the Track Transit System Console Control Operator (TTS CCO) in the
TTS log book . When downtime occurs, the TTS CCO will note the start time of the
incident. Start time is taken as the point when the train fails in service, when a
“train fail to depart” alarm is generated or whenever a train is not available to
transfer passengers.

5.22

When the downtime incident has been resolved, the TTS CCO will note the
completion time. The duration between the start and finish times will be recorded
in the TTS log book as a number of minutes. We are satisfied that this system
provides accurate data on asset status.
Stands

5.23

A report of a stand closure is entered into the airport stand allocation tool (ARIS) by
the stand allocation team (who allocates all flights at Heathrow). The historical
data is then extracted by the stand planning team, entered in an excel spreadsheet,
and used for the calculation of asset availability.

5.24

We note that the use of ARIS as the sole source of stand availability performance
can lead to over-reporting of downtime. For example, a stand which is closed in the
ARIS system may be undergoing minor corrective maintenance. In the event that the
stand was required, the corrective maintenance would be paused and the stand
would be allocated to an aircraft. In this instance, the stand is recorded as
unavailable unless it is operationally required.
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TABLE 5.4

AUTOMATION AND MONITORING OF STANDS

Item

Rating

Comment

Does the airport have real
time visibility of the
maintenance status of its
stands?

Partial

Although no automated monitoring system
exists, airside operations are informed if a
stand is found to be unserviceable.

When the airport becomes
aware of an unserviceable
asset, does it begin recording
downtime immediately?

Yes

Airside operations immediately create a
record if a stand becomes unserviceable.

Is the process for recording
downtime automated?

No

The airport relies on third party recording.

Are sufficient systems in
place for third party
reporting of asset failures?

Yes

Airline employees, ground handlers etc. are
supplied with a telephone number with
which to report unserviceable assets.
Knowledge of this number is widespread. In
addition, ramp employees are able to notify
airside operations directly.

Does the airport consider all
stand unavailability in its
rebate calculations?

Yes

The airport counts all non-project stand
closures against the stand availability target.

Does the airport count partial
stand closure against the
serviceability standard?

No

If, due to events within the airport’s control,
a stand is unavailable for the use of larger
aircraft, but can still be used for smaller
aircraft, the airport will not count this stand
as out of service.

Are third party notification
systems always used by third
parties?

Partial

Reporting of airside faults appears to be
widespread, however we have received
anecdotal evidence that faults are
sometimes left unreported by third parties.

Airside assets FEGP / SEGS / PCA3
5.25

3

Whilst airside asset functionality is not centrally monitored, most assets will become
unserviceable whilst in use. In this case, the asset should be reported immediately

Fixed Electrical Ground Power (FEGP) / Stand Entry Guidance System (SEGS) / Pre-Conditioned Air
(PCA)
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as unavailable. In the event that the asset user does not report the fault, the asset
will continue to be classed as serviceable.
5.26

In the event that an asset becomes unserviceable whilst not in use, the asset will be
recorded as unavailable only following discovery by the next person attempting
operation.

5.27

The airport does not have full real time visibility of the status of its airside assets.
In the event of an asset failure, the airport is therefore unable to accurately record
the time at which the asset became unserviceable. As airside assets may be less
visibly out of service than frequently used landside assets, we believe that the
extent of under-reporting is likely to be larger. It should be noted that responsibility
for reporting lies with HAL, the airlines and their agents. Where under-reporting
takes place therefore, it may be outside of the direct control of the airport.
TABLE 5.5

AUTOMATION AND MONITORING OF AIRSIDE ASSETS

Item

Rating

Comment

Does the airport have real
time visibility of the status of
its assets?

No

The airport relies on third party or
airport employee notification of asset
unavailability.

Are there checks in place to
ensure that any asset unserviceability is identified
within a certain timeframe?

No

Unserviceable assets will remain
unidentified until either a third party
or an airport employee attempts to
use the asset.

When the airport becomes
aware of an unserviceable
asset, does it begin recording
downtime immediately?

Yes

Downtime is recorded from the point
at which an asset is reported as
unavailable.

Are sufficient systems in
place for third party
reporting of asset failures?

Yes

Airline employees, ground handlers
etc. are supplied with a telephone
number with which to report
unserviceable assets. Knowledge of
this number is widespread.

Are third party notification
systems always used by third
parties?

Partial

Reporting of airside faults appears to
be widespread, however we have
received anecdotal evidence that
faults are sometimes left unreported
by third parties.

Pier service
5.28

The calculation of pier service performance is made using the “BOSS” data
monitoring system. This data management tool is used throughout the airport to run
a number of management information reports.

5.29

Boss contains both an accurate record of the number of passengers using the airport
on a daily basis and a full breakdown of those passengers which have received pier
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service. We are satisfied that this represents a robust data source for pier service
calculations.
Reporting asset return to service
5.30

Under normal circumstances HAL does not attempt to notify users that landside
assets are back in service.

5.31

With respect to airside assets, handling agents would have to access the UltraSis
airside asset monitoring system in order to find out when the asset is returned to
service. This system does not appear to be used widely by airlines.

5.32

HAL and British Airways have implemented a system through which the airline is
directly informed of airside asset return to service. There is no equivalent system in
place for other airlines.

5.33

The existence of such a system suggests that the process of informing airlines of
airside asset return to service through Ultra SIS is imperfect. Indeed we have been
informed both by the airline community and by HAL that the present arrangement
can leave airlines unclear regarding the status of airside assets.

Assessment of the procedures and systems at Heathrow
Application of the exclusion process
5.34

Annex H allows for the following exclusions. Most of these require prior or
retrospective agreement of the AOC.
TABLE 5.6

EXCLUSIONS BY ASSET TYPE

LEPC
Statutory Inspections

X

Deadband maintenance

X

Major investment project

Jetties

Stands

FEGP

SEGS

Baggage

Transit

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Replacement / major refurb.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evacuation

X

Airline damage

X

Queue closure

X

X

X
X

High security

X

X

X

Fire alarm

X

Emergency stop

X

Fire risk cleaning
No fault found

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Requires AOC agreement in advance
Requires AOC agreement retrospectively
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X

Statutory Inspections (stands, jetties & FEGP)
5.35

We understand that Statutory Inspections do not generally occur within core hours.
Any Statutory Inspections taking place within core hours would be reported through
the same process as general corrective and planned maintenance. Exclusions for
statutory inspections are available for LEPC, jetties and stands (see table above).
Deadband maintenance (PSE & Baggage reclaim)

5.36

Annex H allows for the exclusion of specific passenger sensitive equipment or
arrivals reclaim baggage carousels to accommodate planned maintenance, “where
the work is done in consultation with the AOC, the period is specified in advance,
the work falls in a dead band month and the exclusion is not more than thirty days
over any year.”

5.37

Deadband maintenance is planned well in advance. We are satisfied that plans are
presented to the AOC at least eight weeks before work commences and airlines are
given an opportunity to challenge proposals put forward by the airport operator.

5.38

Furthermore we note that the quality of information given at the AOC meetings is
generally timely and comprehensive with an emphasis on explaining the impact of
any planned maintenance in the clearest possible format.

5.39

Data on deadband maintenance is not taken directly from Maximo in the calculation
of asset downtime. Instead, details of excluded asset downtime are communicated
through an email outlining the assets and time periods affected.
Damage or misuse by airlines or their agents

5.40

Annex H allows for the exclusion of asset downtime where that downtime is as a
direct result of an airline or its agent. Any exclusion to PSE equipment under this
term must be agreed by the AOC.

5.41

However in practice it is rarely applied as fault is often difficult to attribute.
Where doubt exists the airport will count any corrective maintenance as asset
downtime.
Major project work

5.42

Equipment or stands taken out of service whilst a major investment project is
undertaken in the vicinity are exempt from calculation against asset downtime, as
long as the AOC has been consulted in advance.

5.43

As with deadband maintenance we found that the airports consultation with respect
to planned projects was of a high standard. Users were informed well in advance
with a high level of detail given with respect to the projects impact, progress and
eventual benefits.

5.44

The airport has a satisfactory procedure for recording project overruns.
Others

5.45

The CAA lays down a number of additional circumstances through which asset
downtime can be excluded. These include:
I

Closure of passenger sensitive equipment in the vicinity of security queues

I

Closure of passenger sensitive equipment in the event of an emergency or safety
incident.
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I

Passenger sensitive equipment where downtime is due to the activation of an
emergency stop button or breakglass.

5.46

As these events would not in any case be captured in Maximo, no positive action is
required to exclude this downtime from the scheme calculations.

5.47

In the event that an asset is reported as unserviceable, but on attendance no fault is
found, the airport will manually remove this asset from its reporting.
Fitness for purpose of the procedures and systems

5.48

The responsibility for asset availability reporting at Heathrow is split between a
number of departments. Each team, represented in green in the diagram below,
calculates performance against target in isolation. The calculated figures are then
fed through to one individual for calculation of rebate payments.

5.49

There are four sources of data from which reports are compiled:
I

BOSS: A data warehouse containing historical events of flights that have
operated at Heathrow.

I

ARIS: The airports stand allocation tool

I

Track Transit System (TTS) Log: A manual record of downtime updated by the
TTS console control operator

I

Maximo: Maintenance record database

FIGURE 5.1

HEATHROW ASSET AVAILABILITY CALCULATION PROCESS
Asset availability
calculation

Processed by

Stand planning

TTS team

Baggage team Airside systems

Facilities

Asset group
Pier
Service

Stand
availability

TTS

Baggage
reclaim

FEGP &
SEGS

LEPC, Jetties &
pre-conditioned air

Source

BOSS

5.50
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ARIS

TTS Log book

Maximo

Data is extracted from Maximo for the purpose of reporting baggage reclaim, FEGP,
SEGS, LEPC, Jetty and pre-conditioned air downtime. This data is then processed by
one of three teams (baggage, airside systems or facilities). Although some
commonality exists in the processes deployed by each team, there does not appear
to be a common approach agreed or a process through which techniques and fault
reporting are shared internally.

5.51

This approach has led to a (non-material) under-reporting of downtime for FEGP and
SEGS due to two process faults which had been identified and eliminated in the
reporting produced within the facilities team. We explore this item in more detail
below.

TABLE 5.7

FITNESS FOR PURPOSE OF PROCEDURES AND SYSTEMS

Item

Rating

Comment

Are procedures well
documented?

Yes

Is the system automated?

No

Rebate calculations for each asset
require a degree of user intervention.
This may be in the form of manual
adjustments or data transfer between
systems.

Is data reviewed for
inaccuracies / unexpected
results?

Yes

Each processing group carries out its
own validity checks on data.

Where manual adjustments
exist are these adjustments
supported by sufficient
safeguards?

Yes

Manual adjustments are only required
on Maximo based calculations. See
further detail on manual adjustments
below.

Manual adjustments
5.52

Manual adjustments to automatically recorded downtimes both reduce transparency
and increase scope for user error. We have therefore aimed to gain a full
understanding of why manual adjustments are necessary and what safeguards are in
place to prevent errors taking place.

5.53

Manual adjustments are primarily applied to data extracted from the Maximo
maintenance database. It should be noted that in many instances, manual
adjustments result in an increase in downtime counted in the rebate calculation.
The typical reasons for manual adjustments are summarised in the table below.
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TABLE 5.8

MANUAL ADJUSTMENT PROCESSES

Adjustment type

Example

Manual adjustment

Input error

Engineer enters start date and end
date in wrong order resulting in a
negative or unusually large
downtime

Work order details are
checked against those
in the engineers’ log.
Record is updated

Fault
retrospectively
reported

Engineer is on scene when a fault is
identified. The fault is reported by
the engineer only when he finishes
repair, resulting in an artificially
small or negative downtime.

Engineers start time on
the task is taken as
asset downtime.

2 work orders
created for one
piece of work

In the event that an asset cannot be
repaired by the original attending
engineer a follow on work order will
be created and another engineer
will be dispatched. On occasion the
follow on work order will not
commence at the same time as the
initial work order finished.

Follow on work orders
can be identified as
such from information
held in the work order.
Start time and end time
are realigned to remove
any overlap.

Out of service =
“No”

A maintenance record is created
however the record incorrectly
labels the asset as serviceable.

All maintenance records
where assets are
recorded as serviceable
are checked for
accuracy.

5.54

In our analysis of the calculation of downtime for FEGP and SEGS, we found that no
adjustment was made for faults retrospectively reported, or up until January 2009,
for assets with ‘Out of service = No’ flags. Re-calculation with the adjustment shows
a collective change in FEGP and SEGS availability of 0.07% for the months January
through April. Due to the nature of the adjustment, it has not been possible to
produce a re-calculation for months prior to January 2009. We do not believe that
this is material for 2008/9, but should be corrected in the future.

5.55

A record is made of all manual adjustments. We are satisfied that the airports
procedure with respect to manual adjustments is both appropriate and robust.
Accuracy of data collected

5.56

The incentives on contractors and managers encourages accurate recording of asset
unavailability. Contractors are paid according to the time spent on corrective
maintenance and HAL staff are measured on personal productivity (time spent
conducting planned and corrective maintenance). They are therefore incentivised to
fully report activity spent on maintenance.

5.57

The time at which an asset is recorded as out of service is a non-editable field.
Accuracy of asset uptime is ensured through a system of balanced incentives and
retrospective safeguards.
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TABLE 5.9

ACCURACY OF DATA COLLECTED

Item

Rating

Comment

Are sufficient safeguards in place
to prevent asset downtime being
manipulated in order to improve
SQR performance?

Yes

When a work order is opened in Maximo, the
time of the order is automatically recorded.
This is a non-editable field.

Are sufficient safeguards in place
to prevent asset uptime (the time
at which an asset returns to
service) being incorrectly
entered?

Yes (with
safeguards)

Work orders are closed upon completion of
maintenance. This takes place through a
manual update of Maximo. Whilst it is possible
to enter inaccurate data for asset uptime (and
examples exist of this taking place), we are
satisfied that sufficient safeguards are in place
to ensure the process is robust ( see “manual
adjustments”)

Are engineers / technicians likely
to enter an accurate asset
uptime?

Yes

Although HAL staff and management use SQR
targets as a key performance indicator.
Engineering performance is also based on time
spent carrying out repairs.

Transparency and consistency of the process
5.58

HAL facilitated the audit in a cooperative and open manner. We were given access
to all documentation, key staff and data as we required. We are satisfied that the
processes in place are well documented.

5.59

However, we found that identification of asset status and therefore accurate
measurement of asset unavailability is not consistent across the terminals. Several
departments are tasked with producing different elements of the calculation, and
no single individual is responsible for accurate collection and calculation of
downtime availability.

5.60

As a result of this de-centralisation of the process, the application of certain
adjustments to the data logged in the Maximo system is not consistent. Calculations
involving airside assets have, to date, omitted a manual adjustment which is made
to PSE equipment. In addition, we found that asset downtime which qualified for
exclusion from the calculation was often not excluded in the case of FEGP and SEGS
assets. This has the effect of under-estimating asset downtime.

5.61

There is a documented process for the calculation of asset downtime based on
information in Maximo. However If a large fault occurs (for example in April a flood
caused service outage to a large number of FEGP units), a work order is not created
in Maximo for every single one of the units. As such, performance against SQR is
manually calculated. This manual calculation lacks transparency as it lies outside
the documented process, in addition it lacks accountability and the relative
transparency of the Maximo process.

5.62

Detailed information on the processes used by the airport to extract information on
PSE or stand availability from data storage systems (Maximo and Idaho) is not
available to stakeholders. We do not believe that the absence of this information
materially compromises the transparency of HAL’s approach.
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TABLE 5.10 TRANSPARENCY AND CONSISTENCY OF THE PROCESS
Item

Rating

Comment

Is the process well documented?

Yes

A full step by step description of each process
has been shared with the auditor

Were all processes shown to the
auditor and were all requests for
additional detail complied with?

Yes

The auditor received a satisfactory level of
support from HAL.

Where applicable are the same
processes and safeguards used across
the asset groups?

No

Different procedures are in use across asset
groups.

Are manual adjustments transparent,
documented and applied consistently?

Partial

Although manual adjustments are applied
transparently across the majority of assets.
We found a number of examples of
inconsistencies both between and within asset
groups

Is the process fully transparent for user
airlines?

Partial

Airlines do not have direct access to the detail
of the process, although no specific problem
was voiced by the Heathrow AOC

Accuracy of calculating monthly performance
5.63

We have reviewed the calculation of monthly performance on a sample basis and we
are satisfied that the aggregate monthly asset performance is calculated accurately.

Relationship with stakeholders at Heathrow
Transparency of reporting
5.64

LHR AOC is provided with a full breakdown of downtime on an asset by asset basis.
The AOC also has the option of requesting further clarification at monthly SQR
Group meetings.

5.65

HAL provides airlines with information on intended projects and periods of
deadband maintenance well in advance. The impact on users, reasons for the work
and specific location of disruption are all communicated to airlines.
Use of performance data within HAL

5.66

SQR performance data is widely used within HAL and we observed several instances
of management using the SQR targets as key performance indicators for staff. As the
targets are generally set at a challenging level, each asset team is aware of
performance, with HAL staff actively working to “beat the target” on a daily basis.

5.67

In addition to the use of performance data as an internal management tool we note
that HAL are increasingly using SQR asset availability targets as key performance
indicators in their relationship with maintenance contractors. We understand that
HAL and their contractors discuss performance against targets on a weekly basis. It
is HAL’s view that SQR targets act as an effective motivator for contractor staff.

5.68

The SQR targets appear to be an effective motivational tool for HAL staff. They
actively encourage performance and provide a serviceability target where one may
not have existed or been apparent otherwise.
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Availability-measuring procedures and systems at Gatwick
Assets included in the scheme
5.69

A total of 450 assets are included in the scheme for Gatwick. These are listed in the
table below. Passenger Sensitive Equipment (PSE) Priority assets are counted twice,
in the PSE General and the PSE Priority categories.
TABLE 5.11 SQR ASSETS - GATWICK
Category

Sub-category

LEPC Priority

Escalators

7

9

Conveyors

2

6

Passenger lifts

11

11

Escalators

42

27

Conveyors

13

21

Passenger lifts

48
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Goods lifts

23

17

Carousels

9

10

Jetties

34

30

FEGP

70
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LEPC General

Baggage reclaim

NT

Inter-terminal transfer
system

ST

1

Automation and monitoring
5.70

The following table indicates the degree to which assets are automatically
monitored at Gatwick.
TABLE 5.12 ASSETS WITH FAULT INDICATION CAPABILITY
Asset

Automated

Stands

No

Transit

Yes

LEPC

Yes

Jetties

No

FEGP

Some FEGP faults

SEGS

N/A

Baggage reclaim

Yes
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5.71

The status of all LEPC and baggage reclaim equipment is automatically monitored by
the Gatwick Monitoring Centre (GMC). The Inter Terminal Transit System (ITTS) is
monitored both by a dedicated team of engineers and by the GMC. Whilst all LEPC
equipment should notify the GMC of any fault automatically, some older pieces of
equipment will not always do so.

5.72

The status of FEGP equipment is centrally monitored by airside engineers, although
this system will not alert GAL of all types of fault. All other asset types rely on
manual fault identification.
General assets

5.73

The airport does not have full visibility of the status of its assets. In the event of an
asset failure, the airport is therefore unable to accurately record the time at which
the asset became unserviceable.

5.74

In practice, the time between an asset becoming unserviceable and a report being
created in Maximo appears to be short. As third parties have the ability to record
faults in Maximo, the main reason for a fault to be unreported for a long period of
time is if the asset is infrequently required by the airlines or their agents.

5.75

This system ensures that asset downtime is recorded, at worst, from the moment at
which downtime could have a negative impact on users. In the case of some
complex assets, jetties for example, it may not be possible to install an automated
monitoring system.

5.76

Considering the aspects detailed in the table below, we are satisfied that the
airports asset downtime monitoring systems are fit for purpose.
TABLE 5.13 AUTOMATION AND MONITORING OF GENERAL ASSETS
Item

Rating

Does the airport have real
time visibility of the status of
its assets?

Partial

Comment

A proportion of LEPC equipment is
fitted with a reliable automated fault
monitoring system, as is baggage
reclaim. The ITTS is continually
monitored both by ITTS engineers and
the Gatwick Monitoring Centre (GMC).
All other assets in this category rely
principally on manual fault reporting either
by the GMC, an airport employee or a third
party
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Are there sufficient checks in
place to ensure that any asset
un-serviceability is identified
within a reasonable
timeframe?

Yes

GAL staff tour each terminal throughout the
day. These inspections follow a set route
designed to identify malfunctioning assets.
Combined with central monitoring systems
and third party reporting we believe that
this represents a sufficiently robust system.

When the airport becomes
aware of an unserviceable
asset, does it begin recording
downtime immediately?

Partial

Downtime is recorded from the point at
which the incident is reported in the
Maximo database. For systems with no
automated fault monitor a Maximo
record is produced immediately upon

Item

Rating

Comment

fault notification.
In the event that an automated piece of
equipment becomes unserviceable, the
GMC will dispatch an engineer to verify
the fault. The fault will be recorded
only when an engineer is satisfied that
the automated indication is accurate.
ITTS downtime is recorded retrospectively in
the ITTS log. This is reviewed on a weekly
basis and verified independently by the rail
licensing authorities. We are satisfied that
this procedure is fit for purpose.
Are sufficient systems in place
for third party reporting of
asset failures?

Yes

Airline employees, ground handlers etc. are
supplied with a telephone number with
which to report unserviceable assets.
Knowledge of this number is widespread.

Stands
5.77

We are satisfied with the process for notifying the stand allocation team of stand
unavailability. However we have identified areas in which scope exists for manual
errors.

5.78

The process for recording downtime is not automated. The stand allocation team is
tasked with manually transferring data between stand management software and
the calculation spreadsheet. Whilst we have seen no evidence of user error, we
believe that in an intensive operational environment at times of high workload, the
stand allocation team will (quite reasonably) concentrate on their primary role
rather than the accurate maintenance of an SQR calculation spreadsheet.

5.79

We understand that at Heathrow, the decision was taken to remove the onus of
reporting from the stand allocation team due to concerns over accuracy at times of
high workload. We believe that the process at Gatwick is at similar risk of user
error.

5.80

GAL does not consider that a downgraded stand4 represents a stand closure. Annex
H does not provide clear guidance in this area. It should be noted however that the
passenger impact of any large aircraft forced to park remotely would be captured
through the pier service measure.

4

If a section of a stand is unavailable, the stand would be closed to large aircraft. However it could still
be used by smaller aircraft.
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5.81

Unlike at Heathrow, GAL distinguishes between stands unavailable owing to
corrective maintenance and stands which are simply inaccessible. If a stand cannot
be reached by aircraft (perhaps due to corrective maintenance elsewhere on the
airfield), it will not be counted against the target.
TABLE 5.14 AUTOMATION AND MONITORING OF STANDS
Item

Rating

Comment

Does the airport have real time
visibility of the maintenance
status of its stands?

Partial

Although no automated monitoring system exists,
airside ops are immediately informed if a stand is
found to be unserviceable.

When the airport becomes aware
of an unserviceable asset, does it
begin recording downtime
immediately?

Yes

Airside operations immediately create a record if a
stand becomes unserviceable.

Is the process for recording
downtime automated?

No

The stand availability team manually complete a
spreadsheet based on information lifted from stand
monitoring software.

Are sufficient systems in place for
third party reporting of asset
failures?

Yes

Airline employees, ground handlers etc. are supplied
with a telephone number with which to report
unserviceable assets. Knowledge of this number is
widespread. In addition, ramp employees are able to
notify airside operations directly.

Does the airport consider all
stand closures in its rebate
calculations?

No

If a closed stand is immediately available for reopening in the event that it is required by an
aircraft. GAL will not count this closure in its rebate
calculations.

Does the airport count partial
stand closure against the
serviceability standard?

No

If, due to events within the airports’ control, a stand
is unavailable for the use of larger aircraft, but can
still be used for smaller aircraft, the airport will not
count this stand as out of service.

Pier service
5.82

5.83
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Pier service is considered as a 24-hour measurement of the number of pier-served
passengers as a percentage of total passengers through the terminal. The
calculation method has recently been altered under constructive agreement (May
2009) to include two additional groups within the “pier served” calculation:
I

Passengers served at stands adjacent to piers are considered to receive "pier
service" even where jetties are not used. This is a reflection of the fact that
some airlines do not necessarily want a jetty service even if pier service is
important to them.

I

Passengers at pier served stands are considered to be pier served even if they
are bussed to the aircraft. This can be as a result of an airlines operational
preference, for example an airline may use an aircraft for a domestic leg on an
inbound flight and an international leg on an outbound flight (or vice versa) and
choose not to move the aircraft.

Both these groups are now counted as pier-served in the calculation of
performance.

5.84

The calculation of pier service performance is made using the “BOSS” data
monitoring system. This data management tool is used throughout the airport in a
number of management information reports. Additional coaching information was
previously provided by Airlinks and British Airways. We are satisfied that this
represents a robust data source for pier service calculations.

5.85

We conclude that the airports procedures with respect to pier service are fit for
purpose.

Assessment of the procedures and systems at Gatwick
Application of the exclusion process
5.86

Annex H allows for a number of exclusions. Most of these require prior or
retrospective agreement of the AOC.
TABLE 5.15 EXCLUSIONS BY ASSET TYPE
LEPC

Jetties
X

Stands

FEGP

SEGS

Baggage

Transit

Statutory Inspections

X

X

Deadband maintenance

X

Major investment project

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Replacement / major refurb.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Evacuation

X

Airline damage

X

Queue closure

X

X

X

High security

X

Fire alarm

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Emergency stop

X

Fire risk cleaning

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

No fault found

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Requires AOC agreement retrospectively
Requires AOC agreement in advance

Statutory Inspections (stands, jetties & FEGP)
5.87

We understand that Statutory Inspections do not generally occur within core hours.
Any Statutory Inspections taking place within core hours would be reported through
the same process as general corrective and planned maintenance. LEPC, Jetties and
stands can be excluded for statutory inspections as detailed in the table above.
Deadband maintenance (PSE & Baggage reclaim)

5.88

Annex H allows for the exclusion of specific passenger sensitive equipment or
arrivals reclaim baggage carousels to accommodate planned maintenance, “where
the work is done in consultation with the AOC, the period is specified in advance,
the work falls in a dead band month and the exclusion is not more than thirty days
over any year.”
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5.89

Deadband maintenance is planned well in advance. We are satisfied that plans are
presented to the AOC at least eight weeks before work commences and airlines are
given an opportunity to challenge proposals put forward by the airport operator.

5.90

Furthermore we note that the dialogue and quality of information given at the AOC
meetings is generally effective and sufficient with an emphasis on explaining the
impact of any planned maintenance in the clearest possible format.

5.91

Data on deadband maintenance is not taken directly from Maximo in the calculation
of asset downtime. Instead, details of excluded asset downtime are included in the
calculation through an email outlining the assets and time periods affected.

5.92

Annex H states that “If works extend beyond any notified period, then any
additional downtime would count against the serviceability standard.” The airport
has a manual process in place for capturing this data, although we have been
informed that overruns on deadband maintenance are extremely rare.
Damage or misuse by airlines or their agents

5.93

Annex H allows for the exclusion of asset downtime where that downtime is as a
direct result of an airline or its agent. Any exclusion under this term must be agreed
by the AOC.

5.94

However in practice it is rarely applied as fault is often difficult to attribute.
Where doubt exists the airport will count any corrective maintenance as asset
downtime.
Major project work

5.95

Equipment or stands taken out of service whilst a major investment project is
undertaken in the vicinity are exempt from calculation against asset downtime, as
long as the AOC has been consulted in advance.

5.96

As with deadband maintenance we found that the airport’s consultation with
respect to planned projects was timely and allowed a dialogue. Users were informed
well in advance with a high level of detail given with respect to the projects
impact, progress and eventual benefits.

5.97

The calculation of time for project overruns is worked out informally by project
managers. There is no documented process in place nor is there any way of
confirming the accuracy of this calculation. Project overruns cannot be checked
against Maximo as it only records assets which are out of service for maintenance.

5.98

As such we believe that the present system for recording project overruns at
Gatwick lacks transparency and is susceptible to user error.
Others

5.99
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The CAA lays down a number of additional circumstances through which asset
downtime can be excluded. These include:
I

Closure of passenger sensitive equipment in the vicinity of security queues

I

Closure of passenger sensitive equipment in the event of an emergency or safety
incident.

I

Passenger sensitive equipment where downtime is due to the activation of an
emergency stop button or breakglass.

5.100

As these events would not in any case be captured by the airports asset monitoring
procedures, no positive action has been required to exclude them from the scheme.
If a serviceable asset is switched off it is not recorded as being unavailable.

5.101

In the event that an asset is reported as unserviceable but on attendance no fault is
found, the airport will manually exclude this asset from its downtime records
Fitness for purpose of the procedures and systems

5.102

The following abridged reporting process is in place at Gatwick.

FIGURE 5.2

ASSET AVAILABILITY REPORTING PROCESS AT GATWICK
Asset availability

Project overruns

Projects team

Transit - manual log

Maximo

Pier service report

Stand availability
report

LEPC

Arrivals Reclaim

Direct input
Air Bridges

Data input requiring further
analysis
SQR Area / output

*LEPC: Lift, Escalator and Passenger Conveyor
*FEGP: Fixed Electrical Ground Power

5.103

FEGP

Team responsible (for data)

The majority of SQR reporting and all Maximo based reporting feeds into one
analyst. This ensures consistency of approach. There are four sources of data from
which reports are compiled:
I

ITTS log: A manual record of downtime updated by the ITTS team.

I

Maximo: Maintenance record database

I

Pier service report (BOSS): The pier service report is produced using data taken
from BOSS; a data warehouse containing details of flights operated from Gatwick

I

Stand availability report (IDAHO): The stand allocation team extract real time
information on stand availability from IDAHO stand management system.

Manual adjustments
5.104

Manual adjustments to automatically recorded downtimes both reduce transparency
and increase scope for user error. We have therefore worked with GAL to gain a full
understanding of why manual adjustments are necessary and what safeguards are in
place to prevent errors.

5.105

Manual adjustments are primarily required to data extracted from the Maximo
maintenance database. It should be noted that in many instances, manual
adjustments result in an increase in downtime counted in the rebate calculation.
The following manual adjustments take place:
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TABLE 5.16 MANUAL ADJUSTMENT EXAMPLES
Adjustment type

Example

Manual adjustment

Input error

Engineer enters start date and end
date in wrong order resulting in a
negative or unusually large downtime

Work order details are
checked against those in
the engineers’ log. Record
is updated

Fault retrospectively
reported

Engineer is on scene when a fault is
identified. The fault is reported by
the engineer only when he finishes
repair, resulting in an artificially
small or negative downtime.

Engineers start time on the
task is taken as asset
downtime.

Out of service check

In the Maximo system it is possible to
open a work order without classifying
an asset as “out of service”. These
work orders are analysed in order to
ensure that no misclassification has
taken place

All Work Orders classified
as not out of service are
checked against engineers'
reports.

5.106

All manual adjustments are checked against engineering records to ensure accuracy.
In addition, a log of manual adjustments is maintained by the SQR team.

5.107

The airports manual adjustment procedures are fit for purpose.
Accuracy of data collected

5.108

The incentives on contractors and managers encourages accurate recording of asset
unavailability. Contractors are paid according to the time spent on corrective
maintenance and GAL staff are measured on personal productivity (time spent
conducting planned and corrective maintenance). They are therefore incentivised to
fully report activity spent on maintenance.

5.109

The time at which an asset is recorded as out of service is a non-editable field.
Accuracy of asset uptime is ensured through a system of balanced incentives and
retrospective safeguards.
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TABLE 5.17 ACCURACY OF DATA COLLECTED PERFORMANCE
Item

Rating

Comment

Are sufficient safeguards in
place to prevent asset downtime
being manipulated in order to
improve SQR performance?

Yes

When a work order is opened in Maximo, the
time of the order is automatically recorded. This
is a non-editable field.

Are sufficient safeguards in
place to prevent asset uptime
(the time at which an asset
returns to service) being
incorrectly entered?

Yes
(with
safeguards)

Work orders are closed upon completion of
maintenance. This takes place through a manual
update of Maximo. Whilst it is possible to enter
inaccurate data for asset uptime (and examples
exist of this taking place), we are satisfied that
sufficient safeguards are in place to ensure the
process is robust ( see “manual adjustments”)

Are engineers / technicians
likely to enter an accurate asset
uptime?

Yes

Although GAL staff and management use SQR
targets as a key performance indicator.
Engineering performance is also based on time
spent carrying out repairs.

Transparency and consistency of the process
5.110

GAL facilitated the audit in a cooperative and open manner. The consultants were
given access to all documentation, key staff and data as required. We are satisfied
that the processes in place are well documented and applied consistently.

5.111

Detailed information on the processes used by the airport to extract information on
PSE or stand availability from data storage systems (Maximo and Idaho) is not
available to stakeholders. We do not believe that the absence of this information
compromises GAL’s approach to transparency.
TABLE 5.18 TRANSPARENCY AND CONSISTENCY OF THE PROCESS

Item

Rating

Comment

Is the process well documented?

Yes

A full step by step description of each process has
been shared with the auditor

Were all processes shown to the
auditor and were all requests for
additional detail complied with?

Yes

We requested a range of documents /
explanations and interviews in the course of the
audit. These requests were complied with by GAL

Where applicable are the same
processes and safeguards used
across the asset groups?

Yes

The calculation of asset downtime across the
assets takes place centrally. This ensures
consistency of approach

Are manual adjustments
transparent, documented and
applied consistently?

Yes

We have reviewed the application of the manual
adjustment process.

Is the process fully transparent
for user airlines?

Yes

We recorded no concerns from LGW AOC with
respect to the transparency of the process. Whilst
airlines do not have direct access to the detail of
the process we believe sufficient information is
shared to ensure transparency
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Accuracy of calculating monthly performance
5.112

We are satisfied that monthly performance is accurately calculated.

Relationship with stakeholders at Gatwick
Transparency of reporting
5.113

LGW AOC is provided with a full breakdown of serviceability on an asset by asset
basis. We also understand that the AOC has the option of requesting further
clarification at monthly SQR group meetings.

5.114

GAL provides airlines with information on intended projects and periods of
deadband maintenance well in advance. The impact on users, reasons for the work
and specific location of disruption are all communicated to airlines.
Use of performance data within GAL

5.115

SQR performance data is widely used within GAL and we observed several instances
of management using the SQR targets as key performance indicators for staff. As the
targets are generally set at a challenging level, each asset team is aware of
performance, with GAL staff actively working to “beat the target” on a daily basis.

5.116

In addition to the use of performance data as an internal management tool we note
that GAL are increasingly using SQR asset availability targets as key performance
indicators in their relationship with maintenance contractor “Kone”. We understand
that GAL and Kone discuss performance against targets on a weekly basis. It is GAL’s
view that SQR targets act as an effective motivator for Kone staff.

5.117

We believe that the SQR targets are an effective motivational tool for GAL staff.
They actively encourage performance and provide a challenging serviceability target
where one may not have existed or been apparent otherwise.

Benchmarking against good practice elsewhere
5.118

Following our benchmark review of selected airports, we are not aware of the use of
a similar asset availability scheme elsewhere.

Summary of conclusions
General
5.119

We are satisfied that the airports’ asset availability monitoring systems at each
terminal are fit for purpose. We note however that due to differing levels of
automation, the accuracy of asset availability data is not completely uniform across
the terminals and asset downtime will tend to be under-recorded. Asset downtime is
particularly vulnerable to under-recording in the case of jetty, FEGP and SEGS. With
these assets, the absence of fault indication systems combines with a greater
potential for asset failures to be unreported until the next user attempts to use the
asset.

5.120

The Maximo maintenance recording system is fit for purpose, as are the processes
for recording Inter-terminal transit downtime. Furthermore we are satisfied that
sufficient duplication exists to provide independent verification of the data in these
systems (either through GMC logs or engineers reports).

5.121

The process for calculating pier service and stand availability is transparent, welldocumented and based on a robust data source. However, we note that there are
differences of interpretation in the definition of stand availability. Gatwick treats
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stands as available if they are temporarily closed but accessible in case of
operational need, whereas Heathrow treats such stands as unavailable. In our view
Heathrow may therefore be slightly over-recording stand downtime. At present a
stand that is unavailable to large aircraft, but can be used by smaller aircraft, is
treated as fully available.
5.122

The SQR appears to have a positive effect on the management of assets and the
relationship with stakeholders. For example, targets are used as performance
indicators both internally and externally in the airports’ relationships with their
contractors, and airline consultation is a strong element of the project and
maintenance planning process.
Heathrow

5.123

The complexity of Heathrow and the need to modify existing maintenance systems
to measure performance against SQR targets has led to a relatively fragmented
asset availability calculation process. We have some concerns with respect to
consistency of approach and we address these in our recommendations below.

5.124

There are isolated examples of asset downtime miscalculation with FEGP and SEGS
equipment (although not to an extent that would alter rebate levels). HAL has now
modified its procedures in order to accurately capture downtime on these assets;
however a more holistic approach to SQR measurement would have prevented these
errors from taking place.

5.125

We note that some downtime calculations taking place outside the Maximo system
lack transparency (as with FEGP flood damage and project overruns).

5.126

The exclusion process is operated consistently with the specifications in Annex H.
Gatwick

5.127

The calculation of stand availability is more at risk of inaccuracy than other
measures because it is a complex maintenance category and the downtime is not
directly calculated by the Business Performance Team. Whilst we appreciate the
need for technical expertise in a complex area, we believe that the balance of
incentives would be improved through increased ownership of this report within the
SQR team.

5.128

The processing and ownership of SQR data within a small team undoubtedly
increases expertise and reduces scope for user error. In addition it gives
stakeholders (including GAL employees) one point of contact for any process related
questions. Refinement of this with the creation of an “SQR specialist” would further
benefit the accuracy and transparency of data collected. We acknowledge that this
approach is vulnerable to the departure of key staff and we would urge that the
present high quality of process documentation is maintained and updated.

5.129

The exclusion process is consistent with the specifications in Annex H, although the
processes for project overruns could be clearer.

5.130

The procedures and systems in each terminal are fit for purpose. The processes in
place are sufficiently transparent, they are well documented and have been
consistently applied.
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Recommendations
General
5.131

In order to minimise ambiguity and aid consistency, it would be helpful if CAA could
clarify the definition of stand availability to be applied in the future, namely that:
I

Stands which are temporarily inaccessible but otherwise functional and can be
made accessible for aircraft to enter or depart as required, should be deemed to
be available

I

Stands which are partially restricted and can still accommodate aircraft in
common usage at the terminal in question should still be treated as available

Heathrow
5.132

5.133

Our recommendations to improve the robustness and consistency of the reporting
processes and systems include the following measures:
I

Steps should be taken to reduce the lag between automatic fault indication and
work order opening, in particular on airside assets. Gatwick has a system in place
for detecting FEGP unavailability (in certain circumstances) and we would urge
HAL to explore adoption of a similar system at Heathrow.

I

Increased communication of best practice between data processing teams, in
particular those which carry out Maximo interrogation and adjustments. HAL
should also consider bringing the responsibility for Maximo data processing into a
single team in order to ensure consistency of approach.

I

Ownership of the accuracy of asset availability measures and processes should be
given to one individual. This would improve consistency of approach and increase
the probability of faults and learning points being recorded in a complex system.

I

The procedure for recording downtime in the event of multiple asset failures (as
with FEGP flood damage) should be improved, either by recording each asset as
unavailable in Maximo or through improved documentation.

Other recommendations to improve information flow between HAL and the airlines
Include giving consideration to:
I

Broadening the system of user notification of airside asset return to service,
which works satisfactorily at T5, to all airport users, possibly through the
implementation of an automated intranet page which clearly identifies assets
returning to service.

I

The airport community working together to reduce the delay before an out-ofservice airside asset is reported, possibly through a simplified fault reporting
procedure.

Gatwick
5.134
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Our recommendations to improve the robustness and consistency of the reporting
processes and systems include the following measures:
I

Steps should be taken to reduce the lag between automatic fault notification
and work order opening.

I

Increased ownership of stand availability measure should be given to the SQR
team.

I

The role of “SQR specialist” should be created

I

The process for recording project overruns should be formalised. Project
managers’ calculations of project overrun should ideally be checked by the AOC
before being included in any rebate calculation. A written agreement of this
check should be held.
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6

Airport Congestion Term
Introduction
Definition

6.1

The aerodrome capacity term (ACT) is focussed on the efficient use of aerodrome
capacity using runway throughput rates as the only performance indicator.

6.2

According to the regulation: “Heathrow and Gatwick are required to pay rebates to
airlines when material events occur which are the responsibility of the airport or of
its contractual agents and which cause a significant operational impact in terms of
the number of movements lost or deferred”

6.3

The process prescribed by the regulation for evaluation of ACT is shown in Figure
6.1. This process is also described in BAA’s guidance material5 consistent with the
requirements of the regulation.

5

“Heathrow and Gatwick Service Quality Rebate Scheme The Aerodrome Congestion Term – A
Guide”
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FIGURE 6.1
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Super log
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Closure of aircraft
manoeuvring areas

6.4
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The main steps in the ACT assessment process are:
I

the airport is required to determine whether a material event takes place from
the list defined above: where the material event is associated with the
infrastructure and services needed to provide aerodrome capacity

I

the aerodrome is required to determine whether the material event has a
material operational impact as:
I

a two-tier process for arrivals where: (i) an air traffic flow management
(ATFM) regulation must be in place and coded as being due to the material
event; and (ii) the arrival flow rate must be reduced below the appropriate
reference level by four or more movements over the period of the disruption

I

a one-tier process for departures where the departure flow rate must be
reduced below the appropriate reference level by four or more movements
over the period of disruption

I

the airport is required to report potential material events and associated
material operational impacts to the airport community. This is done by
involvement of the AOC, through the SQR engagement process, through
documentation of the events and their impacts recorded in the ACT super log
and through reports on the airport extranet (web sites)

I

the airport is required to report to, and ideally agree with, the airport
community the rebate due to the material event, scaled, if appropriate, to take
account of other contributory factors not classified as material events. The
airport also determines the proportion of the rebate that is due to its own
actions or to the actions of its agents and claws-back the appropriate proportion
of the rebate from these agents according to the appropriate contractual
provisions.

6.5

In addition to the assessment process, the airport is required to put in place a
mechanism for agreeing exceptions with the AOC, such that the infrastructure can
be taken out of service for a pre-determined period in support of capital works
without resulting in a rebate unless the agreed terms of the exception are
breached.
Scope of audit

6.6

In the context of the ACT process described, the scope of the audit can be
summarised through eight questions:
I

Are data collection and communication processes and procedures adequate?

I

Has the airport identified the full list of material events?

I

Has the airport identified the full list of material events with material
operational impact?

I

Has the airport reasonably applied exceptions?

I

Are the assumptions made concerning reference flow rates reasonable?

I

Has the airport made reasonable judgements where there are contributing
causes beyond its control?

I

Have rebates been calculated correctly?

I

Are there more effective, accurate or robust measures available?

Performance levels
6.7

ACT performance breaches are rare. During the period April 2008 to March 2009,
there were four material events with material operational impact at Heathrow,
resulting in rebates of £76,400 being paid out of an amount at risk of ~£5M. At
Gatwick during the same period, there were no agreed events and hence no
rebates, although one event remains under dispute.
Audit process

6.8

6.9

The audit followed a process designed to investigate:
I

the ACT processes in place at both Heathrow and Gatwick and to determine the
acceptability of these processes to the main stakeholders, mainly the AOCs

I

the data provided to the AOCs by the airports in support of the ACT process,
particularly tracing this data back to source and assessing its completeness and
transparency

I

the mechanisms used to calculate reference levels, to determine material
operational impact, to propose the level of rebate payable and to agree all of
this with the stakeholders

I

the mechanisms used to determine whether there were other contributing
factors and, if so, how rebates are scaled accordingly to the satisfaction of all
stakeholders.

The audit process included:
I

face-to-face interviews with the main stakeholders
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I

participation in the ACT SQR meetings at Heathrow (enabled through the
coincidence of the audit timescales and the Heathrow ACT schedule); and

I

tracing through the flow of data from operational records to the ACT super logs
and comparing the recorded flow rates with independent measurements derived
from Central Flow Management Unit (CFMU) data.

Findings
6.10

The ACT processes at Heathrow and Gatwick are different, although both are
consistent with the requirements of the regulation and the BAA guidance material.
Detailed descriptions of both processes are provided below.
Detailed process at Heathrow

6.11
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Figure 6.2 provides an overview of the ACT process at Heathrow, with more detail
on the activities and those responsible for them in the following table.

FIGURE 6.2

ACT PROCESS AT HEATHROW

Daily activities

~Monthly activities

Airport

Record & report
potential material
events

AOC/
airlines
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events

NATS

ACT SQR meeting
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event and flow
data
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rates

Identify and
report material
operational impact
events as draft
super log

Preparatory work
for SQR meeting

Review ACT
SQR report,
agree rebate &
apportion to HAL
& NATS

Preparatory work
for SQR meeting

Review ACT
SQR report,
agree rebate &
apportion to HAL
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Record
conclusions
of SQR meeting,
finalise super
log

Pay rebate to
airlines
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as appropriate

Review ACT
SQR report,
agree rebate &
apportion to HAL
& NATS
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TABLE 6.1

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS FOR HEATHROW ACT PROCESS

Activity

Responsibility

Description

Record & report
potential
material events

Airport airside
duty manager

Log all potential material events for the day and provide the
log to the airport ACT SQR manager

Record & report
potential
material events

Tower watch
manager

Log all potential material events for the day and provide the
log to the airport ACT SQR manager

Record & report
runway
flow
rates

Tower watch
manager

Report previous day’s runway flow rates by hour to the
airport ACT SQR manager

Consolidate
event and flow
data

Airport
ACT
SQR manager

Consolidate the list of potential material events and flow
rates into the draft super log. Events are flagged according
to whether they are potentially material or not but all
events assessed as having a potential impact are included in
the list.
Flow rates are compared to the declared capacity
(scheduling limits) and a reference level derived from an 8week average by day/hour, adjusted to avoid skewing by
previous significant events. Variances in flow rates are
highlighted.

Identify
and
report material
operational
impact events
as the draft
support log

Airport
ACT
SQR manager

Highlight the events where there has been a clear material
operational impact with flow rate reduced below the
reference threshold. These events are flagged as “material
events” but all other recorded events, flagged as
“potential” or “non-potential” are retained for discussion,
with the ACT SQR stakeholders. These events are left open
for discussion at the ACT SQR meeting.
All of the data for the calendar month is consolidated into a
draft monthly super log:
list of all potentially material events, including description,
date, time and perceived impact
daily flow rates, declared capacity, reference flow rates and
hourly variances
The report is issued to the AOC and some individual airlines
prior to the regular ACT SQR meeting.

Preparatory
work for SQR
meeting

Airport
ACT
SQR manager

The airport SQR manager circulates the relevant material to
the attendees of the ~6-weekly ACT SQR meeting:
agenda
minutes of previous meeting
draft super log
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Activity

Responsibility

Description

Review ACT SQR
report
and
agree rebate

All
stakeholders at
~6 weekly6 ACT
SQR meeting

The draft super log is discussed and rebates agreed between
the stakeholders. The meeting determines:
what the impact of the event was, i.e. determining whether
there was a material event or not
whether reduced flow rates are due to the material events,
some other cause or a combination of causes, i.e.
determining whether there is a material operational impact
the material events where rebates are due and the level of
the rebate associated with event
scaling where the event has multiple causes, some of which
are covered by the scheme and others not (e.g. where the
reduced flow rate is due to both staff shortages (in the
scheme) and high winds (outside of the scheme).Scaling can
be performed either on flow rates or on rebates, whichever
is the most practical depending on the circumstance
the apportionment of the rebate between HAL and NATS
any future periods of alleviation from the ACT scheme due
to planned works or other appropriate events.
If agreement cannot be reached at the meeting, the item is
left open for further discussion at subsequent meetings.

Record
conclusions of
ACT
SQR
meeting,
finalise
super
log

Airport
ACT
SQR manager

The airport ACT SQR manager records the results and
conclusions of the ACT SQR meeting, lists actions and
outstanding issues, finalises the super log, lists the agreed
rebates and the forthcoming exceptions/alleviations.

Pay rebate to
the airlines

Airport

The airport distributes the agreed rebate to the airlines on a
pro rata basis

Reimburse
airport

NATS

NATS reimburses the airport for any rebates allocated to
NATS through the contractual arrangements for provision of
airport air traffic services

6
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the

Note: The 6-weekly period if used rather than the monthly cycle specified in the SQR scheme for
pragmatic reasons to fit in the operational shift cycles of the staff involved

Detailed process at Gatwick
6.12

Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2 show the corresponding ACT process at Gatwick.
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FIGURE 6.3

ACT PROCESS AT GATWICK
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Weekly activities

Review previous
week’s events

SQR
group
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Report potential
NATS ACT
events

NATS contract
performance review

TABLE 6.2

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTIONS FOR GATWICK ACT PROCESS

Activity

Responsibility

Description

Maintain daily
duty report

ASDL7

The airside service delivery leader (ASDL) maintains a list and
description of all events that occur during the day

Report potential
NATS ACT events

NATS

NATS reports any NATS-related events to the ASDL

Create daily ACT
super log

ASDL

The ASDL records all events that are viewed as being potential
material events in the ACT support log using a pro forma to ensure that
all relevant information is recorded

Monitor and
record runway
flow rates

Compliance
team

The compliance team monitors and records the achieved runway flow
rates (arrivals and departures) on an hourly basis

Compare runway
flow rates with
reference
runway flow
rates

Compliance
team

The compliance team compares the achieved runway flow rates with
the reference flow rates. These reference flow rates are based on the
average hourly flow rates achieved previously during the season
(summer, winter) for Saturdays, Sundays and weekdays. The number
of measurements in the sample increases as the season progresses. It is
necessary to restart the sampling at the beginning of each new season
as schedules vary considerably.

Review previous
week’s events

Airside ops
managers

The complete set of the previous week’s events are reviewed at the
weekly meeting of the airside management team

Verify ACT super
log

Airside ops
managers

The airside management team use this review to verify the ACT super
log is complete and accurate

Create weekly
report of
potential
material events
and impacts

Compliance
team

The compliance team create a list of the week’s potential material
events, associated flow rates and impacts from the verified ACT super
log

Provide monthly
ACT SQR reports

Compliance
team

The compliance team consolidate the weekly reports and provide input
into the monthly SQR meeting. The compliance manager attends the
SQR meeting if necessary

Monthly SQR
review

SQR group

Part of the overall SQR process

7

ASDL – Airside Service Delivery Leader
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Activity

Responsibility

Description

Agree rebates to
be paid

SQR group

Part of the overall SQR process

Pay rebates

GAL

Rebates are paid as necessary. to date there has been no ACT
component in the SQR rebate as there have been no agreed ACT
material events with an operationally significant impact at LGW

Apportion rebate
and clawback

GAL
management
and NATS

If there were an ACT event with a NATS component, the rebate would
be apportioned between NATS and GAL at the monthly NATS contract
performance review meeting and any rebate due clawed back through
that contract

6.13

6.14

The main differences in process at Heathrow and Gatwick are:
I

separation of ACT from the main SQR process at Heathrow

I

provision of summary event data in the super log at Heathrow compared to the
super log at Gatwick which provides very detailed data describing each potential
material event

I

involvement of stakeholders at an earlier stage in the process at Heathrow,
specifically in discussing the long list of potential material events rather than
reviewing the results of the filtering process at Gatwick.

However, both processes are robust and, with one exception at Gatwick, are
undertaken to the satisfaction of the stakeholders.
Audit results

6.15
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The audit results are presented below in terms of a series of questions relevant to
the key themes of the audit.

TABLE 6.3

DATA COLLECTION AND COMPLETENESS
Heathrow

8

Gatwick

Item

Rating

Comment

Rating

Comment

Is the source of airport
data sound and unbiased?

Yes

Material events are
logged from the daily
airport operations log.
All events that are
potentially material are
included

Yes

Material events are logged
from the daily airport
operations log. Events are
filtered before entry based
on judgement as to
whether they could be
material or not

Is the airport data
complete?

Yes

Potential material
events recorded in the
super log can be traced
back to operations logs.
There is no evidence
that events are omitted

Yes

Potential material events
recorded in a very detailed
way in the super log are
validated against
operations logs by the
airside management team

Is the airport data
transparent and available
for airlines to view?

Yes

All potential material
events, based on the
best judgement of the
ACT SQR manager, are
reported to stakeholders
on a monthly basis.
Stakeholders can
validate the super logs
using their own
operational data and
data available from
third parties, such as
airport CDM8 systems

Yes

All potential material
events, based on the best
judgement of the airside
compliance manager, are
reported to stakeholders
on a monthly basis.
Stakeholders can validate
the super logs using their
own operational data and
data available from third
parties, such as airport
CDM systems

Is the flow data fully
comprehensive?

Yes

Complete flow data,
reference flows and
variances reported to
stakeholders

Mainly

Flow data not reported
directly to stakeholders
unless a material event
occurs

Is the flow data
transparent to airline
stakeholders?

Yes

Full reports provided.
Stakeholders can check
flow records
independently from
their own records, from
NATS reports or from
CFMU

Yes

Stakeholders can check
flow records independently
from their own records,
from NATS reports or from
CFMU

CDM – collaborative decision making
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TABLE 6.4

COMMUNICATION PROCESSES
Heathrow
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Gatwick

Item

Rating

Comment

Rating

Comment

Is the data provided
complete and
comprehensive?

Yes

Stakeholders are
provided with a
complete set of data
describing potential
material events and
flow rates on a monthly
basis

Yes

A very comprehensive super
log is provided, supported
by summary material
describing the operational
impact of potential
material events

Is the process for
communicating with
stakeholders adequate?

Yes

Specific meetings are
held between HAL,
NATS the AOC and
selected airlines to
review the monthly ACT
SQR reports. A
pragmatic approach has
been developed on a
consensual process
between the
stakeholders.

Yes

ACT is bundled into the
overall SQR process

Is the process for
agreeing exceptions
adequate?

Yes

A special process has
been put in place for
the ACT SQR group

Yes

Achieved as part of the
overall SQR exceptions
process

TABLE 6.5

ASSESSMENT OF MATERIAL OPERATIONAL IMPACT AND CALCULATION OF
REBATE
Heathrow

Gatwick

Item

Rating

Comment

Rating

Comment

Is the identification of
potential material
events comprehensive
and complete?

Yes

No disagreement with
the stakeholders in the
ACT SQR group

Yes

Only 1 area of disagreement
seems to have occurred,
based on runway anti/deicing. This has been
identified by all parties and
the disagreement is based
on whether the event is
classed as “material” or not

Is the process for
identification of
material events
transparent?

Yes

Airport ACT SQR
manager providers a
report (super log) to
the stakeholders
identifying events that
are potentially
material. These events
are discussed at the
ACT SQR meeting.

Yes

Very comprehensive super
logs are provided to the SQR
group supported by
summary descriptions of
potential material events

Is the specification of
reference flow rates
adequate?

Yes

Based on scheduling
limits and an 8-week
average allowing for
impact of significant
events. When this
average is not
applicable, e.g. in low
visibility conditions,
agreement on a
mutually acceptable
flow rate is reached
through the ACT SQR
group

Yes

Based on scheduling limits
and average hourly flow
rates taking into account
the seasonal variation of
traffic at Gatwick. Severe
events are removed from
the averages, which are
built up from the start of
the season.

Are periods of reduced
flow rates identified
consistently?

Yes

Flow rates per hour per
day are reported to
stakeholders on a
monthly basis.
Variances with
scheduling limits and
reference flow rates
are highlighted in the
reports. Stakeholders
can make reference to
their own records of
flow rates that are
available from different
sources

Partial

Reduced flow rates are only
reported to stakeholders
when associated with a
material event. However,
stakeholders can make
reference to their own
records of flow rates that
are available from different
sources

Are reduced flow rates
related to material
events properly

Yes

Preliminary crossreference is made
between the potential
material event and the
reduced flow rate in
the ACT SQR report.

Yes

Reduced and reference flow
rates are reported to
stakeholders for periods
when a potential materiel
event occurred with very
substantial buffers either
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Heathrow
Item

Rating

Gatwick
Comment

Rating

side of the event

These are discussed at
the ACT SQR meeting
and agreed by the
stakeholders. When
agreement is not
reached at a particular
meeting, the topic is
held over until the next
meeting
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Comment

Is the identification of
material operational
impact events
transparent?

Yes

Based on promulgated
thresholds for cases
where reduced flow
rates are related to
material events

Yes

Based on promulgated
thresholds for cases where
reduced flow rates are
related to material events

Is the calculation of
rebate performed
correctly

Partial

A pragmatic approach
is taken to the
calculation of the
rebate, scaling as
needed when multiple
causes of the event are
inter-twined. Rebates
in 2008/2009 have not
been scaled to account
for variation in price
indices from 2007

N/A

Not applicable

Is the proportioning of
the rebate adequate
when there are multiple
contributory factors

Yes

Discussed and agreed in
ACT SQR meeting
noting, however, that
this is a complex
process that needs a
high level of expertise

N/A

Not Applicable

Is the rebate payment
mechanism adequate?

No

There is no
confirmation to the
airlines that the rebate
has been paid

N/A

Similar processes at other airports
6.16

The ACT regime as applied to Heathrow and Gatwick appears to be fairly unique.
There are other regimes in plan or in place that report aerodrome performance to
the airport’s users either through the collaborative decision making (CDM) system or
through a performance dashboard (in fact such as mechanism is in place at
Heathrow) but without any rebate being payable. These schemes use performance
indicators that describe a range of airside processes but are not necessarily
complete or robust, rather giving a broad indication of performance.
Shortcomings

6.17

At each airport, we understand that there has been one major disagreement on the
identification of a material event. In both cases this was due to the impact of winter
weather (snow and ice) on operations which were severely disrupted in both cases.
In accordance with the requirements of the regulation both airports had put in place
a winter weather plan – the so-called “snow plan” outlining actions to be taken in
the case of severe weather.

6.18

The “snow plan” is a description of the procedures and equipment that will be
deployed in the case of severe weather. Necessarily this plan is not prescriptive so
as to allow freedom of action to account for different circumstances based on the
operational judgement of the best course of action. In both cases there was dispute
over whether the “snow plan” was implemented properly.

6.19

At Heathrow the issue has been solved following the winter 08/09 review and
debate in the ACT SQR forum with the result that there is now agreement that the
airport took all reasonable steps and as such there was no material event.

6.20

At Gatwick there remains disagreement with the airport contending that it had
implemented the snow plan as communicated to the AOC whereas the AOC contends
that better use could have been made of the facilities available, particularly the
Clearway 3 anti-icing agent which, according to its manufacturer’s datasheet can
also be used as a de-icer.

Conclusions and recommendations
6.21

The main conclusion of the audit is that the ACT process in place at both Heathrow
and Gatwick airports, although different in each case, is robust and fit for purpose.

6.22

Hard facts ensure that the input to the ACT assessment is transparent and reliable. ,
These are verifiable from other systems, including airlines’ own operational control.

6.23

However, critical parts of the ACT process are based on judgement. In particular
judgement must be applied to:
I

unravel the underlying causal factors to determine whether or not the event was
material

I

disentangle the contributing factors to a reduced flow rate to determine the
proportion that should reasonably be assigned to the material event, and

I

sometimes, estimate the duration of the material event.

Therefore the process through which these judgements are made is critical to the
success of the ACT and must be based on transparency, consensus, expert input and
balance/lack of bias. It is noted by all parties that having the correct expertise
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available to make assessments on the complex interplay of the potentially many
contributory factors is essential to the success of the scheme.
6.24

Bearing this is mind, and learning lessons from the approach taken at Heathrow, a
potential improvement to the process at Gatwick could involve formally opening the
ACT process to the participation of stakeholders enabling the essential expertise to
be deployed at an earlier stage when a potentially contentious material event is
thought to have occurred. Given the scarcity of such events, and the current good
informal cooperation between the airport and the AOC, it is likely that this would be
best achieved on an ad hoc basis rather than as a permanent feature of the process.

6.25

Within the confines of the current regime, the system at Heathrow is operating well
but the following minor improvements are suggested:
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I

confirmation and application of the scaling to be applied to the rebates to adjust
from 2007 prices to current year prices

I

implementation of a mechanism to inform the airlines when a rebate has been
paid and when judgement has been exercised by the AOC in agreeing a reduction
in rebates.

7

Calculation and payment of rebates and bonuses
Introduction

7.1

Under our terms of reference (ToR) we are required to give a view on:
I

The robustness of the calculations of rebates and bonuses, including consistent
rounding of figures to the appropriate number of decimal points; and

I

The provision of adequate information to airlines and to the CAA on the amounts
paid and the dates of payments.

7.2

We have reviewed the method of calculation of rebates and bonuses by GAL and
HAL by checking the spreadsheets used for that purpose, and we have sought
information from the two airport AOCs on the information received with respect to
payments and the adequacy of that information.

7.3

The revenue at risk is defined as a percentage of revenue from total airport charges
relating to passenger services. This includes revenue from passenger charges,
parking charges, and landing charges (which in turn includes air navigation charges).
However, during our audit it became apparent that the definitions of revenue at risk
had been differently interpreted by HAL and GAL:

7.4

I

HAL had based its revenue at risk on revenue from passenger charges alone

I

GAL had excluded revenue from air navigation charges from its revenue at risk

HAL and GAL subsequently submitted revised calculations of the rebates based on
the correct definition, and we have audited these revised calculations and report on
them here.

Robustness of calculations
7.5

The rounding requirements referred to in the ToR are summarised in the decision
letter by CAA of January 19, 2009. These requirements are summarised in the table
below.
TABLE 7.1

7.6

FINANCIAL CALCULATION - ROUNDING REQUIREMENTS

SQR element

Rebate calculation

Bonus calculation

QSM

X.X

X.XX

Other elements

XX.XX%

XX.XX%

Other aspects of the calculation defined in Annex H and Annex C are as follows:
I

The relevant revenue is defined as that arising from total airport charges for
passenger services, i.e. including that from passenger, landing and parking
charges.

I

The airports are to base the rebates on “their best estimate of the total airport
charges for passenger services for the relevant year” (Annex H, H9) and apply an
adjustment at the end of the year to take account of actual charges.
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I

The monthly standards and performance for pier service and the monthly
performance for the QSM elements are to be calculated as a cumulative year-todate figure weighted by monthly passengers (Annex H, H12 and H16).

Heathrow
7.7

Our review of HAL’s original method of calculation revealed the following
inaccuracies:
I

Rebates were calculated using revenue arising from passenger charges only: This
had a major impact described below.

I

Actual monthly revenue was used instead of expected annual revenue as the
base for calculating rebates. This also had a material impact, commented on
further below.

I

The pier service target for T2 was entered as 95% not 90%, and the target for
other terminals was not calculated as a weighted figure. This had no financial
impact.

I

The QSM year-to-date scores were not calculated as a passenger-weighted figure
as specified in Annex H. If these revised scores are applied, this would increase
the rebate payable at T3 by £0.15 million.

I

Bonuses were calculated with many decimal points, rather than two. This has no
financial impact.

7.8

We also note that the calculation spreadsheet is not set out in a transparent fashion
and does not follow best practice principles. Accordingly a significant level of
manual input and intervention is required. This makes it difficult to audit and prone
to errors.

7.9

HAL has re-calculated the rebates using total outturn airport charges (passenger
related) of (£883 million), and we have audited this new calculation. This
calculation excludes the revenue impact of revising the QSM year-to-date scores.
The impact of the changes is summarised by terminal in the table below:
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I

The total impact is to increase the Heathrow rebates for 2008/9 by £2.5 million
(51%), (£2.7 million with the addition of interest).

I

The impact is not evenly spread across the terminals because the distribution is
affected by HAL’s use of the actual monthly revenue as the basis for calculating
the original rebates. This impact particularly affects T4 and T5 as there was a
transfer of traffic between these terminals during the year.

TABLE 7.2

CHANGES TO HEATHROW REBATES
As published

Revised in
June 2009

% change

T1

529

829

57%

T2

90

131

47%

T3

1,409

2,090

48%

T4

1,269

1,568

24%

T5

1,726

2,940

70%

76

76

-

All

5,100

7,634

50%

Total revenue on
which rebates
are based

£588 m

£883 m

50%

Outturn

Outturn

Rebate (£k)

ACT rebate

Note: This table excludes the impact of revising the year-to-date QSM scores
7.10

As this difference is substantial, HAL has undertaken to pay airlines interest of £0.16
million to reflect the under-payment of rebates during the year, in line with the
approach adopted for the over-payment of airport charges. This interest has been
calculated on the following basis:
I

An un-weighted average interest rate of 3.35% pa has been calculated for the
2008/9 year, based on the Treasury Bill Discount Rate; and

I

Three percentage points have been added to give a total interest rate of 6.35%
pa, which has been applied to the rebate shortfall. This implicitly assumes
airlines will be recompensed by the end of September 2009.

7.11

Annex H (H9) provides for the event where the rebate paid during the relevant year
(based on projected revenue) is less than the amount of annual rebates when
calculated using outturn revenues. It prescribes that the airport should pay the
additional amount to the relevant airlines pro rata to the rebates already paid in
the course of the year. Annex H does not specify that interest should be added.

7.12

The bonus calculation for Heathrow is unaffected by the use of the incorrect
revenue since it will be calculated as a percentage adjustment to the calculation of
airport charges in 2010/11.
Gatwick

7.13

Prior to this audit GAL had re-calculated the rebates and bonuses applying the
rounding rules set out by CAA, and simultaneously revised the revenue at risk to
include actual revenue rather than projected revenue. This was the basis for
published figures of the rebates and bonuses payable for 2008/9. Our review of
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GAL’s method of calculation (as amended in April) concluded that it conformed to
the requirements of Annexes H and C and the 19 January letter with the following
exceptions:
I

The revenue from passenger services in 2008/9 did not include revenue arising
from air navigation charges. This has a significant impact.

I

The QSM year-to-date scores were not calculated as a passenger-weighted figure
as specified in Annex H. However, if revised scores were applied, this would not
change the rebate payable.

I

The calculation of the Pier Service target did not take account of passenger
weighting. This has no financial impact.

I

The annual year-end re-calculation was combined with the payment of the March
invoice and the correction of rounding to conform to the CAA’s clarification
letter. This was a pragmatic way of dealing with the corrections but is it is not
literally compliant with Annex H which states that the adjustment should be
made as soon as practicable after the audited accounts have been prepared.
More importantly it is not fully transparent, since the adjustments relating to the
different causes have not been separately identified.

7.14

GAL’s calculation spreadsheet, while not constructed according to best practice, is
transparent and readily auditable.

7.15

GAL has re-calculated the rebates to include the revenue arising from air navigation
charges. In the table below we illustrate the magnitude of the impact of the
changes that have taken place to the calculation of rebates payable both before and
after the audit, namely:

7.16
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I

GAL’s original calculation before the rounding correction applied in April and
based on projected 2008/9 revenue from passenger service charges (including
ANS charges)

I

Using the same projected revenue but with correct rounding

I

GAL’s figures published in April based on corrected rounding and with outturn
revenue, but excluding revenue from ANS charges

I

GAL’s revised calculation based on outturn revenue including revenue from ANS
charges.

The impact of these changes is summarised by terminal in the table below:
I

The rounding correction added £1.02 million to the rebate total

I

The published rebate total for 2008/9 reflected the combination of the rounding
correction and the outturn revenue. This outturn revenue reflected traffic
figures that were lower than projected and it excluded revenue from air
navigation charges. It therefore reduced the estimated rebate payable by a
significant amount, £0.61 million (11%)

I

Once revenue from air navigation charges revenue are included, the rebate
totals £5.39 million, i.e. £0.4 million (8%) higher that than published.

TABLE 7.3

CHANGES TO GATWICK REBATES

Rebate (£k)

With
correct
rounding

As published

Revised in
June
2009

North

1,961

2,433

2,458

2,647

South

2,635

3,183

2,548

2,744

Total

4,596

5,616

5,006

5,391

£245 m
Projection
with ANC

£245 m
Projection
with ANC

£218 m
Outturn
without ANC

£235 m
Outturn
with ANC

Total revenue on
which rebates are
based (£m)

7.17

Before
rounding
correction
in April

No interest has been added since the error with respect to the incorrect definition
of total airport charges has only been made as part of the “over-or-under”
adjustment process which would in any event normally take place at the end of the
SQR year.

Provision of information on amounts paid
7.18

The AOCs and CAA receive a spreadsheet report on the rebates generated each
month by terminal and SQR element. However, information on aggregate rebates
actually paid is not circulated to these bodies, although individual airlines receive
monthly invoices.

7.19

Payment of rebates has taken place in the month after the rebate has become
payable. Whilst we have not had sight of the full set of financial and invoicing
information, we can confirm, for example, that the information in GAL’s accounts
system relating to rebate payments made in May 2009 matched the total rebate
payment due from April.

7.20

Payment of 2008/9 bonuses to HAL and GAL will take place through an adjustment
to monthly airport charges by airlines during 2010/11.

Conclusions
7.21

The method of calculation of rebates at Heathrow has been prone to errors and was
not robust.

7.22

The method of calculation at Gatwick is reasonably robust (except for the definition
of total airport charges applied) and the calculated rebates and bonuses reflect the
performance that has been measured.

7.23

The revised rebate calculations have been checked and are now correct, pending a
possible adjustment if QSM rounding requires correction.
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Recommendations
Both airports
7.24

We recommend that confirmation of payment of the rebates is posted on the
respective airports’ websites in addition to the amounts incurred each month. The
amount paid each month to airlines in aggregate for each terminal and for the
airport as a whole should be stated. Any payments in respect of the ACT and Control
Gate security queuing measures should be identified separately as these relate the
airport as a whole.

7.25

We recommend that in future, the payment adjustment to take into account actual
annual revenue from total airport charges be made transparent as a separate
credit/debit item on airlines’ invoices, rather than combined with the March rebate
payment.

7.26

The calculation of year-to-date QSM scores, and future moving annual average QSM
scores, should be carried out in accordance with the Annex H specification i.e.
applying a passenger weighting to the monthly QSM scores.
Heathrow

7.27

We recommend that the spreadsheet for calculating the rebates and bonuses for
Heathrow is re-designed to be fully transparent and in conformity with best
practice, with full separation of inputs, calculations and outputs and programmed
calculations removing the reliance on manual intervention.

7.28

This revised spreadsheet should be approved by the CAA.
Gatwick

7.29

100

The 2009/10 calculation spreadsheet should be created with less opportunity for
user error by removing the reliance on manual intervention.

8

Publication of service performance
Introduction

8.1

Under our terms of reference we are required to give a view on the publication of
performance, and (where appropriate) make suggestions for possible ways of
improving transparency of information to passengers and airlines.

8.2

BAA is required to publish:
I

In each terminal, performance against standards at the relevant airport with
respect to 11 measures of performance

I

On its website, performance against the specified standards and details of the
specified rebates paid and payable in respect of each terminal and for each
category of service.

Findings
8.3

8.4

Results are reported by both airports on a monthly basis:
I

To AOCs and on the BAA website

I

On posters within the airport terminals

We have been informed that Heathrow provides posters at 42 locations and Gatwick
at 13 locations. We have observed posters in the airports but have not checked all
locations. Appendix D contains an example of the poster content.

Conclusions
8.5

The requirements set out in Annex H for publishing information have been met at
both airports. However the way the information is presented to passengers in the
terminals could communicate the service quality performance more effectively.

Recommendations
8.6

8.7

We recommend that posters present the service quality scores in a manner which
conveys more useful information and does not adhere strictly to the SQR measures
where they employ moving averages. These changes should include the following:
I

Performance in the month (rather than the moving average for QSM and Pier
Service)

I

Trends of actual scores against targets for the previous 12 months

Examples of different formats should be tested with members of the airports’
passenger consultation bodies before finalisation of design.
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APPENDIX
A
AUDIT TERMS OF REFERENCE

Appendix

Appendix

UK Civil Aviation Authority
Ref. 1387 (Services Order 3)
4 March 2009

Terms of Reference:
Audit of Measurement of Quality of Service at Heathrow and Gatwick Airports
Purpose of the Work
1.

Heathrow and Gatwick Airports are each subject to a regime by which they
pay rebates in airport charges to airlines where certain standards are not
reached. These standards apply to: (i) a range of directly measurable
dimensions; (ii) to four passenger-related dimensions that are assessed
against standards and performance based on survey information produced
by BAA; and (iii) to an aerodrome congestion term.

2.

As part of its decision on price caps for these airports in March 2008, the
CAA proposed two audits of the measurement of service quality during the
course of Q5 (1 April 2008 to 31 March 2013): an audit at the end of the first
year to test whether the Quality of Service Monitor, security queuing and
asset reliability measures continue to be fit for purpose in the light of the
additional weight placed on them in the new scheme, and a second audit
after four years of Q5 timed to inform the review to set the price control for
Q6 1 .

3.

The proposed work discussed in these terms of reference is intended to be
the first of these two audits.

Background
4.

The Scheme of Standards and Rebates was first introduced as part of the
five yearly regulatory review in 2003. It followed a public interest finding by
the Competition Commission that charges did not reflect differences in
quality to the extent that would occur in a competitive market. The Scheme
has been further extended and modified in 2008 following a further public
interest finding by the Competition Commission in its 2007 report to the CAA.

5.

The legal basis for the scheme is by means of conditions in the airports’
respective permissions to levy charges, and the scheme is defined in greater
detail in a CAA Statement of Standards and Rebates. The current statement
was published as part of the March 2008 condition.

1

The CAA also reserved the right to commission further investigations and audit during Q5,
in light of the findings of the first audit.

UK Civil Aviation Authority
Ref. 1387 (Services Order 3)
4 March 2009

6.

It is part of the conditions on the airports that Heathrow and Gatwick shall
each facilitate regular independent audits of the measurement and working
of the service quality regime, including the QSM methodology. The
independent auditors for this purpose will be appointed by the CAA and shall
report to the CAA – these are referred to as the Consultants in these terms
of reference.

7.

The overall amounts at risk under this scheme are up to 7 per cent 2 of each
airport’s airport charge revenue from passenger services. In the first seven
months of 2008/09, Heathrow Airport incurred rebates totalling £4.3 million,
while the equivalent figure for Gatwick Airport was £3.6 million.

8.

The scheme can be broadly split into four types of measures with different
characteristics:

9.

•

Security queuing;

•

The availability of certain infrastructure;

•

Passenger perceptions of the delivery of certain aspects of terminal
facilities;

•

Aerodrome congestion.

The details of the scheme are set out in Annex H of the CAA’s March 2008
price cap decision, and in subsequent modifications to the Statement of
Standards and Rebates (notably the addition of three security measures,
proposed by the CAA in March 2009, following airport-airline consultation, for
introduction on 1 April 2009).

Objectives and Scope of the Audit
10.

The proposed objectives of the Audit are to
independent assessment of the extent to which
service standards subject to the CAA’s service
provides objective, unbiased, reliable and robust
base regulatory financial incentives.

provide a transparent,
BAA’s measurement of
quality rebates scheme
information on which to

Security Queuing
11.

2

The Audit will consider the systems for security queuing for central
passenger search, transfer search, staff search and control posts. (For
transfer search, staff search and control posts there were no standards
established for 2008/09.
The Audit shall nevertheless consider the
measurement systems as they exist at each airport.)

Gatwick percentage in 2008/09 just under 6 per cent, reflecting the fact that standards for
transfer, staff and control posts security search to be introduced from 1 April 2009.

UK Civil Aviation Authority
Ref. 1387 (Services Order 3)
4 March 2009

12.

The Audit shall report on:
•

the robustness of the current queue measurement systems and
procedures in each terminal and their fitness for purpose in providing
the source data for the standards and rebates scheme, including within
this assessment the questions that have been raised regarding the
consistent measurement of the end of passenger security queues;

•

progress towards automated systems of measurement;

•

the correlation of between manual and automated measurement, and
potential implications of automated measurement systems for future
revisions of the definition of security queuing standards; and

•

whether there are more effective, accurate or robust measures of
service performance, including (where appropriate) suggesting proven
systems that are used at other airports.

Quality of Service Monitor passenger survey
13.

The Audit shall focus on the QSM measurement of the four relevant
elements in the Standards and Rebate scheme: departure lounge seat
availability, cleanliness, way-finding and flight information.

14.

The Audit shall:
•

•

give an opinion on whether QSM has been consistently applied over
time and across terminals based on:
−

whether the current methodology and application is transparent;

−

whether any changes to update the procedures are well
documented and have not in the opinion of the Consultants
materially affected the comparability of the results compared to
the benchmarks set when the scheme was set up;

review whether in the opinion of the Consultants the methodology and
application of the QSM reasonably accord with best market practice
and are sufficiently objective, unbiased, reliable and robust to be fit for
the purpose of supporting elements of a Standards and Rebates
scheme and if not how the QSM could be amended to make it
appropriate; and in particular:
−

whether sample sizes are adequate to support results to the level
of confidence required;

−

whether the survey questions and processes are well designed
to obtain a high quality response taking into account the wide
range of passengers involved e.g. UK originating/other end

UK Civil Aviation Authority
Ref. 1387 (Services Order 3)
4 March 2009

originating/ connecting passengers; business/leisure
language and cultural differences; male/female;

•

15.

16.

etc;

−

whether the samples of passengers and weighting adequately
reflect the overall mix of passengers;

−

to what extent any changes designed to overcome concerns
about the methodology and application would adversely affect
the benefits of consistency;

whether there are more effective, accurate or robust measures of
service performance in this area, including (where appropriate)
suggesting proven systems that are used at other airports.

As a minimum, the Consultants shall:
•

consider the questionnaire design and processes;

•

observe a sample of interview teams and the conformance of the
practice of data collection to the specification;

•

consider the weighting and other analysis processes;

The Audit shall also compare the results of the QSM to international surveys
of airport quality performance (particularly the Airport Service Quality (ASQ)
survey conducted by Airports Council International (ACI)), and identify any
apparent anomalies in movements over time and offer any possible
explanations.

Asset availability measures
17.

The Audit will consider the procedures and systems for measuring
availability of the assets set out in the Statement of Standards and Rebates.

18.

The Audit shall give a view on:
•

whether the procedures and systems in each terminal are fit for
purpose;

•

whether they are transparent, well documented and have been
consistently applied;

•

whether the application of the processes by which specific assets are
excluded from the scheme during periods of planned maintenance, etc,
have been consistent with the specification in the Statement; and

•

whether there are more effective, accurate or robust measures of
service performance in this area, including (where appropriate)
suggesting proven systems that are used at other airports.

UK Civil Aviation Authority
Ref. 1387 (Services Order 3)
4 March 2009

Aerodrome Congestion
19.

20.

The Audit shall give a view on:
•

whether the data collection and communication set out in the
Statement have been performed subject to adequate processes and
procedures to ensure that they are accurate and complete;

•

whether the airport has reasonable identified the full list of “material
events” as defined in the statement;

•

whether the airport has reasonably identified the full list of such events
with a “material operational impact” as defined in the Statement;

•

whether the airport has reasonably applied the “exceptions” as defined
in the statement;

•

whether in the opinion of the Consultants the airport has:
−

made reasonable assumptions about the number of expected
arrivals and/or departures during material events with a material
operational impact;

−

the airport has made reasonable judgments based upon explicit
criteria where there have been contributing causes beyond its
control;

•

whether subject to the above the rebates have been properly
calculated; and

•

whether there are more effective, accurate or robust measures of
service performance in this area, including (where appropriate)
suggesting proven systems that are used at other airports.

As part of the above assessment, the consultants will investigate and report
on the transparency of the decision-making process for the operation of this
measure, and on the extent to which the views of stakeholders are
appropriately captured and considered.

Calculation and payment of rebates and bonuses
21.

The Audit shall give a view on:
•

the robustness of the calculations of rebates and bonuses, including
the consistent rounding of figures to the appropriate number of decimal
points; and

•

the provision of adequate information to airlines and to the CAA on the
amounts paid and dates of payments.

UK Civil Aviation Authority
Ref. 1387 (Services Order 3)
4 March 2009

Publication of service performance
22.

The Audit shall give a view on the publication of performance, and (where
appropriate) make suggestions for possible ways of improving transparency
of information to passengers and to airlines.

Information gathering
23.

The Consultants shall as a minimum:
•

meet the relevant managers of Heathrow Airport Limited and Gatwick
Airport Limited and specify and collect the relevant papers and
information to inform the Audit;

•

consider all responses to the CAA’s initial consultation on the terms of
reference for the service quality audit, and the CAA’s assessment of
these responses;

•

observe a sample of the relevant activities and observe the
conformance of the practice of data collection with the specification;

•

meet representatives of the Airline Operators Committees (AOCs) at
Heathrow and Gatwick to consider the opinions of the airlines about
the measures.

Timetable and deliverables
24.

An indicative timetable for the periods during which the various elements of
work are anticipated to fall is as follows: (Dates are indicative only and
subject to availability of data and of relevant airport and airline
representatives to engage with the CAA’s consultants.)
CAA sets terms of reference (in light of consultation responses),
and tenders for and appoints Consultants to conduct audit
Initial meetings between Consultants and relevant airport
management and airline representatives
Consultants gather and analyse data

March 2009
End March
April-May

Draft report circulated to CAA, and then to HAL and GAL and
End May
airline representatives at each airport
Meeting between Consultants, CAA and relevant managers from Mid June
HAL and GAL, and with airline representatives at each airport
Consultants complete final full report and submit to CAA
End June
CAA publishes report with provisional views on actions arising

Mid July

UK Civil Aviation Authority
Ref. 1387 (Services Order 3)
4 March 2009

Questions relating to Terms of Reference
Any questions relating to this Terms of Reference must be addressed to the contact
point below. The Authority may circulate its response to all such tenderers to whom
the Terms of Reference have been sent.
Mike Goodliffe
CAA
CAA House
45-59 Kingsway
London
WC2B 6TE
mike.goodliffe@caa.co.uk
Tel.: 020 7453 6226
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FIGURE B.1

CENTRAL PASSENGER SEARCH HEATHROW - % TIME <= 5 MINUTES
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CENTRAL PASSENGER SEARCH HEATHROW - % TIME <= 10 MINUTES
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FIGURE B.3

CENTRAL PASSENGER SEARCH GATWICK - % TIME <= 5 MINUTES
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FIGURE B.4

CENTRAL PASSENGER SEARCH GATWICK - % TIME <= 15 MINUTES
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FIGURE B.5

TRANSFER SEARCH HEATHROW <= 10 MINUTES
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STAFF SECURITY QUEUING HEATHROW <= 10 MINUTES
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FIGURE B.7

CONTROL POSTS QUEUING HEATHROW <= 20 MINUTES
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Passenger Sensitive Equipment (PSE) (general)
FIGURE C.1

GATWICK PSE (GENERAL) AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.2

HEATHROW PSE (PRIORITY) AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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Passenger Sensitive Equipment (priority)
FIGURE C.3

GATWICK PSE (PRIORITY) AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.4

HEATHROW PSE (PRIORITY) AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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Arrivals Carousels
FIGURE C.5

GATWICK ARRIVALS RECLAIM AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.6

HEATHROW ARRIVALS RECLAIM AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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Stands, Jetties, FEGP
FIGURE C.7

GATWICK STAND AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.8

HEATHROW STAND AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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GATWICK JETTY AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.10 HEATHROW JETTY AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.11 GATWICK FEGP AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.12 HEATHROW FEGP AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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Pre-conditioned Air, Stand Entry Guidance System (SEGS)
FIGURE C.13 HEATHROW SEGS AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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FIGURE C.14 HEATHROW PRE-CONDITIONED AIR AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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N.B. No money at risk for pre-conditioned air
Transit services
FIGURE C.15 GATWICK INTER TERMINAL TRANSIT AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 09
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FIGURE C.16 HEATHROW T5 TRANSIT AVAILABILITY PERFORMANCE 2008 - 09
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D
EXAMPLE OF SERVICE QUALITY PERFORMANCE POSTERS ON DISPLAY AT HEATHROW
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APPENDIX
E
COMMENTS ON AIRLINES' CONCERNS
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APPENDIX: TABLE E.1

COMMENTS ON AIRLINES' CONCERNS

Airline concern

Our finding

General
There tends to be “regime creep”, where
from time to time HAL agrees bilateral
adjustments/ exclusions with individual
terminal AOCs.

Agreed. There are some informal
agreements which are not formalised

The SQR is becoming a management target
rather than reflecting a floor level of
service.

There appears to be some evidence of this
with the management of control lanes at
Heathrow. The asset availability SQR also
influences management decisions at the
margin

Rounding was not carried out consistently
and takes place too early in the
computation.

This was the case at Gatwick earlier in the
year, but has been corrected. No evidence
found at Heathrow

Asset availability
When assets were put back into service
early from a planned maintenance
exclusion, they were not being added into
the “asset pool” from that time.

No evidence found

HAL logged equipment as back in service
once the contractor has completed its
repair, but before it was available to
airlines (jetties in particular).

No evidence found

The information flow on outages appeared
to be poor at a number of levels.

Agreed, the only regular information flow
on outages appears to take place at T5

There seemed to be a wide range of
practice at the terminals with limited
automation.

Agreed

GAL has sought to avoid rebate penalties
through a number of strategies, including
deferring maintenance procedures until
month end etc

Some evidence of this type of management
action as a result of wishing to minimise
rebate payments

QSM

Appendix

QSM was not interviewing sufficient
“airline lounge” passengers or those that
reach the departure date late

Low refusal rates indicate this is not a
significant issue

The cleanliness of airbridges did not
appear to be covered.

Covered in survey of arriving (but not
departing) passengers

Airline concern

Our finding

The present QSM survey did not capture
the full sentiment and experience of the
passenger

Agreed, only selected parts of the QSM are
used in the SQR

QSM scores did not accurately reflect the
condition of the terminal. In particular,
the cleanliness of the departure area at
Gatwick was unsatisfactory to airlines

This is reflected in the QSM scores and a
full rebate was paid in 2008/9

ACT
The process for definition and
measurement of the ACT did not appear to
be sufficiently transparent

It is a subjective process, but appears to be
as transparent as practicable

The ACT only covered a small part of the
overall picture and the overall network
effect needed to be addressed more
robustly.

Agreed, it is of limited scope, however this
audit did not include a review of the
appropriateness of the SQR

Security Queuing
There was no BAA/AOC agreement on the
existing methodology and definition or
what constitutes a queue, and that the
present manual measurement was not
transparent, for example it is not clear at
what point passengers join the queue.
The data collected was not accurate

Agreed, there was lack of clarity on this,
and different definitions were used at
Heathrow and Gatwick

The data is collected with care but there is
inherent variability in the passenger
experience within a 15 minute interval

There was the potential to manipulate
operations to achieve targets, e.g. In T5
passengers were redirected from the North
search area to the South when there was a
build up of passengers in the North.

Agreed, there is this potential and the
current SQR is not clear on how multiple
entrances should be dealt with in the
scheme

There was degree of managing to target,
especially between different entrances to
the central search areas and for control
post queuing.

Agreed, sometimes this improves the
passenger experience, and sometimes it
does not. See response above.

When lanes were closed inside agreed
operational times, the security staff were
not redeployed to other security posts,
and a breach was not being registered if
lanes were closed during the times of
opening agreed in the ‘Constructive
Engagement’ agreements.

The first point is not possible to
substantiate without a specific entry in the
log. The second point is correct because
the Constructive Engagement Agreements
at Heathrow are being interpreted
differently by HAL and the AOC. Greater
clarity is needed.
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